For their varying vitamin needs

MEAD'S versatile "VI-SOLS"
Water-soluble • Pleasant-tasting • Easy-to-use

To meet your requirements for different vitamin combinations for drop dosage, Doctor, Mead's has 3 palatable liquid vitamin preparations—POLY-VI-SOL, TRI-VI-SOL and CE-VI-SOL.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Vitamin A</th>
<th>Vitamin B₂</th>
<th>Ascorbic Acid</th>
<th>Thiamine</th>
<th>Riboflavin</th>
<th>Niacinamide</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POLY-VI-SOL</td>
<td>5000 units</td>
<td>1000 units</td>
<td>50 mg.</td>
<td>1 mg.</td>
<td>0.5 mg.</td>
<td>5 mg.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRI-VI-SOL</td>
<td>5000 units</td>
<td>1000 units</td>
<td>50 mg.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE-VI-SOL</td>
<td>5000 units</td>
<td>500 units</td>
<td>50 mg.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Available in 1 oz. and 5 oz. bottles with calibrated dropper.

If you would submit all things to yourself, subject yourself to reason.
—Seneca
Complex derived from natural sources has been well established. Jolliffe has attached special importance to the subject and Lewey and Shay have stressed the necessity for natural substances.

**Formula:**
- Thiamine Hydrochloride: 2 mg.
- Riboflavin: 1 mg.
- Niacinamide: 5 mg.
- Calcium Pantothenate: 10 mg.
- Pyridoxine: 1 mg.
- Choline Dihydrogen Citrate: 20 mg.
- Inositol: 25 mg.
- Folic Acid: 25 mcg.
- Brewers Yeast Extract: 100 mg.
- Liver Extract (secondary): 10 mg.

**Base:** Rice Bran, Corn, Liver Concentrate.

**Formula:**
- Thiamine Hydrochloride: 2 mg.
- Riboflavin: 1 mg.
- Niacinamide: 5 mg.
- Calcium Pantothenate: 10 mg.
- Pyridoxine: 1 mg.
- Choline Dihydrogen Citrate: 20 mg.
- Inositol: 25 mg.
- Folic Acid: 25 mcg.
- Brewers Yeast Extract: 100 mg.
- Liver Extract (secondary): 10 mg.

**Base:** Liver and Yeast.
Fellows vitamin b complex
liquid and capsules

The superiority of Vitamin B Complex derived from natural sources has been well established. Jolliffe* has attached special importance to this subject and Lewey and Shay* have stressed the necessity for natural substances.

**chart:**
- **Formula**: Each Tablet: 12 mg Niacin, 15 mg Riboflavin, 11 mg Thiamine Hydrochloride, 6 mg Biotin, 5 mg Pantothenic Acid, 6 mg Pyridoxine Hydrochloride, 0.8 mg Folic Acid, 8 mg Pteroylglutamic Acid, 5 mg Inositol, 2 mg Choline, 1 mg Biotin, 2 mg Pantothenic Acid, 2 mg Pyridoxine Hydrochloride, 1 mg Thiamine Hydrochloride, 1 mg Inositol, 1 mg Folic Acid, 0.1 mg Biotin, 0.1 mg Pantothenic Acid.

**NATURAL BASE**

**Formula**: Each Capsule Contains:
- Thiamine Hydrochloride: 20 mg
- Riboflavin: 15 mg
- Niacinamide: 50 mg
- Pyridoxine: 2 mg
- Calcium Pantothenate: 10 mg
- Pteroylglutamic Acid: 5 mg
- Inositol: 1 mg
- Choline: 4 mg

**SUPPLIED**: In 60- or 4-oz. size.

---

**Fellows**
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For insomnia... you can prescribe with safety

DORMISON

non-barbiturate hypnotic

for SAFE, SOUND SLEEP

without drug hangover

The extraordinarily wide margin of safety of Dormison permits patients who awaken in the early morning and desire more sleep to repeat the dose. Dormison is rapidly metabolized (one to two hours) so that there is no prolonged suppressive action. Patients awaken rested and refreshed as from normal sleep. Dormison has no cumulative effect, no toxic effects on prolonged use. There is no evidence to date that Dormison has habit-forming or addictive properties.

Dosage: Two 250 mg. capsules are recommended, although many patients respond to one.

DORMISON® (methyprylonol-benzoate), capsules of 250 mg., bottles of 100.

Schering CORPORA TION, BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
For insomnia... you can prescibe with safety.

DORMISON

non-barbiturate hypnotic for SAFE, SOUND SLEEP without drug hangover

The extraordinarily wide margin of safety of DORMISON permits patients who awaken in the early morning and desire more sleep to repeat the dose. DORMISON is rapidly metabolized (one to two hours) so that there is no prolonged suppressive action. Patients awaken rested and refreshed as from normal slumber. DORMISON has no cumulative effect, no toxic effects on prolonged use. There is no evidence to date that DORMISON has habit-forming or addiction properties.

DOSAGE: Two 250 mg. capsules are recommended, although many patients respond to one.

DORMISON (methylparafynol-Scbering), capsules of 250 mg., bottles of 100.

Schering CORPORATION, BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Our President Speaks

The spirit of friendliness and cooperation which pervaded our recent annual meeting was indeed gratifying, and we take it as an assurance of support in our efforts to maintain alertness to the Society's and the profession's welfare. While it has long been recognized that there will be no excellence in the absence of enthusiasm, this energizing spirit must be transformed into sustained purpose else it will be futile.

The County Society, as the foundation unit of organized medicine, is the initial focus from which crystallization proceeds. The special groups that follow cannot be essentially different. This pertains as well to us as individuals. And as we renew our interest for enlightened and progressive medicine, we shall follow this through logically, beginning with ourselves and our daily duties, for by these we are known and by them do we justify our profession.

C. A. Gustafson, M.D.

This same spirit shall be continued through the activities of the numerous committees which have been given special functions. These should keep in touch with each other that the work of the Society may be properly coordinated. Your knowledge of local conditions and your opinions on to methods that should be employed are valuable. Let us have the advantage of your experience and ideas. These will be your contribution.

The February 19th meeting of the Youngstown Area Heart Association, Youngstown Academy of General Practice, and the Mahoning County Medical Society was well attended and a success far beyond expectations. Dr. William Bunn should be given much credit for arranging this program and also other members of the Youngstown Area Heart Association who had a part in its formation.

Dr. Bunn arranged two very interesting clinics, one at South Side Hospital and one at St. Elizabeth's Hospital. Two cases were presented to Dr. Howard Sprague at the South Side Hospital, one of paroxysmal hypertension and the other a hypertensive cardiovascular disease with a past history of coronary thrombosis and the possibility a toxic nodular goiter. Dr. Sprague in his discussion brought out the various causes of paroxysmal hypertension especially in regards to the patient presented and emphasized that even with minimal T wave changes in the electrocardiogram that a possibility of an intra-mural or a sub-endocardial infarct cannot be overlooked. In regards to the second patient, some pertinent remarks: that even in the presence of a high cholesterol thyroid toxicity should be controlled and with coronary thrombosis in the past history, that radioactive iodine is probably the management of choice.

Dr. T. W. Jones conducted the clinic at St. Elizabeth's Hospital where a case of acute rheumatic fever with heart disease in a five-year-old girl and a case of recurrent acute rheumatic fever in a fifty-year-old man were presented. Both of these cases had been treated with cortisone and Dr. Jones stressed that in the treatment of acute rheumatic fever one must be careful to give large enough doses of cortisone over a sufficiently long period of time and that some cases of enlarged hearts will have a decrease in heart size with cortisone which does not occur with salicylates. He also stressed that in mitral valve disease where there has been repeated heart failure the use of mitral valvulotomy should be seriously considered but that antibiotic therapy should be used before, during, and for a long time after surgery. Dr. Jones concluded the excellent clinic with the thought that society should seriously compare the cost of widespread epidemic prophylaxis to the cost of public care and loss of wages reduced by rheumatic heart invalidism.

The evening meeting at the Pick-Ohio Hotel was attended by approximately 500 people, all of whom seemed well pleased with the interesting program presented. Dr. T. Duckett Jones reviewed the progress that has been made in determining the etiological factor in rheumatic fever and the Beta Hemolytic Streptococcus was still the organism to be incriminated but also the environmental and the institutional factors were of vast importance. He
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The spirit of friendliness and cooperation which pervaded our recent annual meeting was indeed gratifying, and we take it as an assurance of support in our efforts to maintain alertness to the Society's and the profession's welfare. While it has long been recognized that there will be no excellence in the absence of enthusiasm, this energizing spirit must be transformed into sustained purpose else it will be futile.

The County Society, as the foundation unit of organized medicine, is the initial focus from which crystallization proceeds. The special groups that follow cannot be essentially different. This pertains as well to us as individuals. And as we renew our interest for enlightened and progressive medicine, we shall follow this through logically, beginning with ourselves and our daily duties, for by these we are known and by them do we justify our profession.

This same spirit shall be continued through the activities of the numerous committees which have been given special functions. These should keep in touch with each other that the work of the Society may be properly coordinated. Your knowledge of local conditions and your opinions as to methods that should be employed are valuable. Let us have the advantage of your experience and ideas. These will be your contribution.

The County Society, American Medical Association, and Youngstown Area Heart Association were well attended and a success far beyond expectations. Dr. William Bunn should be given much credit for arranging this program and also other members of the Youngstown Area Heart Association who had a part in its formation.

Dr. Bunn arranged two very interesting clinics, one at South Side Hospital and one at St. Elizabeth's Hospital. Two cases were presented to Dr. Howard Sprague at the South Side Hospital, one of paroxysmal hypertension and the other a hypertensive cardiovascular disease with a past history of coronary thrombosis and the possibility of a toxic nodular goiter. Dr. Sprague in his discussion brought out the various causes of paroxysmal hypertension especially in regards to the patient presented and emphasized that even with minimal T wave changes in the electrocardiogram that a possibility of an intra-aortic or a sub-endocardial infarct cannot be overlooked. In respect to the second patient, some pertinent remarks: that even in the presence of a high cholesterol thyroid toxicity should be controlled and with coronary thrombosis in the past history, that radioactive iodine is probably the management of choice.

Dr. T. W. Jones conducted the clinic at St. Elizabeth's Hospital where a case of acute rheumatic fever with heart disease in a five-year-old girl and a case of recurrent acute rheumatic fever in a forty-year-old woman were presented. Both of these cases had been treated with cortisone and Dr. Jones stressed that in the treatment of acute rheumatic fever one must be careful to give large enough doses of cortisone over a sufficiently long period of time and that some cases of enlarged hearts will have a decrease in heart size with cortisone which does not occur with salicylates. He also stressed that in mitral valve disease where there has been repeated heart failure the use of mitral valvulotomy should be seriously considered but that antibiotic therapy should be used before, during, and for a long time after surgery. Dr. Jones concluded the excellent clinic with the thought that society should seriously compare the cost of widespread epidemic prophylaxis to the cost of public care and loss of wages reduced by rheumatic heart invalidism.

The evening meeting at the Pick-Ohio Hotel was attended by approximately 300 people, all of whom seemed well pleased with the interesting program presented. Dr. T. Duckett Jones reviewed the progress that has been made in determining the etiological factor in rheumatic fever and the Beta Hemolytic Streptococcus was still the organism to be incriminated but also the environmental and the institutional factors were of vast importance. He
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DR. HOWARD SPARING

stressed that all Beta streptococci infections be treated intensively with penicillin and that people with rheumatic heart disease should receive prophylactic treatment. "ACTH and cortisone have been of great help in the treatment of rheumatic fever," Dr. Jones said, "but their effectiveness to prevent cardiac complications is still to be proved. However, they definitely shorten the duration of rheumatic fever."

Dr. Howard Sprague gave a very interesting talk on a few problems in cardiac diagnosis and confined his remarks to a few of the rare diagnoses and illustrated his talk with lantern slides. He spoke briefly of cor pulmonale, the difficulty in diagnosis and treatment. Dr. Sprague stressed that the modern thinking concerning chronic adhesive pericarditis is that it is invariably a tuberculous infection and cannot result from the idiopathic or the virus infections of the pericardium.

Many pearls were dropped by Dr. Sprague such as can be gained only by long clinical experience. For example, that if intraventricular block is seen on the electrocardiogram rheumatic myocarditis can be dismissed as the diagnosis. It was stressed by Dr. Sprague that all diagnostic tests available should be used so that all cardiac conditions amenable to surgery be not overlooked.

Again let us all thank Dr. William Bunn, Dr. Hugh Bennett and others of the Youngstown Area Heart Association who helped in making this heart day a grand success. The attendance at the evening meeting speaks for the success of their efforts.—Drs. H. Reese, F. Friedman and A. Detesco.

YOUNGSTOWN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION STAFF MEETING

The February meeting of the Youngstown Hospital Association Staff was called to order by the Vice President, Dr. John Noll, on February 5, 1952, at 8:30 P.M.

The program was presented by the Nursing School. The speakers were introduced by Dr. Frances A. Miller, Chairman of the Nursing Recruitment Program. Last year a public relations man from Dayton was used but this year the nurses’ drive is in local hands. Miss Gail Patterson, of the Nursing School, outlined some of the features of the program. A large number of high schools have been visited in West Virginia, Ohio and Pennsylvania, and a number still have to be visited.

Miss Dunlap spoke about the admission screening of the prospective nurses and that psychometric tests are of great value, however, the high school record is not forgotten. An appeal was made for help with grants in aid to those girls who are worthy, but can’t afford nurses’ training. It was disclosed that each prospective nurse requires a grant-in-aid of $300.00 for the three-year course.

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and approved, as also were the vital statistics for January, 1952.
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THE YOUNGSTOWN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION STAFF MEETING

The February meeting of the Youngstown Hospital Association Staff was called to order by the Vice President, Dr. John Noll, on February 5, 1952, at 8:30 P.M.

The program was presented by the Nursing School. The speakers were introduced by Dr. Frances A. Miller, Chairman of the Nursing Recruitment Program. Last year a public relations man from Dayton was used but this year the nurses' drive is in local hands. Miss Gail Patterson, of the Nursing School, outlined some of the features of the program. A large number of high schools have been visited in West Virginia, Ohio and Pennsylvania, and a number still have to be visited.

Miss Dunlap spoke about the admission screening of the prospective nurses and that psychometric tests are of great value, however, the high school record is not forgoten. An appeal was made for help with grants in aid to those girls who are worthy, but can't afford nurses' training. It was disclosed that each prospective nurse requires a grant-in-aid of $300.00 for the three-year course.

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and approved, as also were the vital statistics for January, 1952.
Much has been written in the past few months concerning Public Relations and the Doctor. A great percentage of this prose has been critical and too small a percentage praise. To me one's ego and super ego become suppressed with adverse criticism, leaving only the idea capable of functioning which can be dangerous. Too, it is coming near the end of a long cold winter at which time the system is low in vitamin D and physical stamina is also at a low ebb. For these reasons I'm going to attempt in this brief editorial to infuse new spirit; to transmute the ego and to increase the physical stamina without large doses of vitamin D.

In consideration of the doctor and the public in a given locality the relationship of the doctors to one another in this locality should be given some attention. A community where there is considerable strife between the practicing physicians would in my mind suffer and the public relations be poor. However, on the other hand, in a community where the inter-relationship of physicians is on a high plane and medical ethics are practiced as they should be practiced, that community cannot suffer and automatically the public relations ample is to the most extent a pleasant one.

For example, we'll tell a story about the doctors of Mahoning County, especially in Youngstown, and their treatment of new physicians in the area. It wasn't too long ago that I was touring the country looking for a city in which to bring my shingle. Too many times on interviewing the doctors the answer was, "Is there room for another doctor?" would be "NO!" In fact, in one Ohio city a physician referred me to the most northern tip of the upper peninsula of Michigan as a delightful place to establish a practice.

However, on coming to Youngstown for interviews there was not too much the doctors could do to help me. In the midst of busy office hours fifteen to thirty minutes was granted without hesitation. I was even taken to lunch, instructed as to center of population, the most likely place to find office space and always the answer was "There is always room for one more."

After I arrived some of the men, even to me, went too far in getting me a good start. At just the proper intervals one broke his ankle with an axe and another twisted and snapped a small bone in a knee and I immediately was pressed into service. This has not only happened to me but to many fellows that have followed. In reality it would be fairly difficult to be a failure in this area.

Why all this reminiscing? For this reason—if the inter-relationship in general between physicians is on that high a plane in Youngstown and Mahoning County, how can our public suffer so much? In fact, very little criticism is heard from the great percentage of people in this area, most of it is praise for their doctor.

I hope most of you feel better now and can finish out the winter without too much difficulty. A little further advice: don't let this substitute for Florida's vitamin D because I've heard that helps revive a person. For one, I wouldn't know—E. R. M.
Chloral hydrate, used in medicine since 1869, is, even today, "the standard hypnotic of its class." 1

Goodman and Gilman observe that it "is unfortunately neglected today," and that the present widespread use of the barbiturates has "...caused the physician to lose sight of the fact that chloral hydrate is still one of the cheapest and most effective hypnotics."

In FELLO-SED, supplementation with calcium bromide and atropine sulfate largely overcomes unwanted side-actions, enhances the sedative effect and provides valuable antispasmodic activity. It is presented in palatable liquid form.
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Chloral hydrate, used in medicine since 1869, is, even today, "the standard hypnotic of its class." 1

Goodman and Gilman observe that it "is unfortunately neglected today," and that the present widespread use of the barbiturates has "...caused the physician to lose sight of the fact that chloral hydrate is still one of the cheapest and most effective hypnotics."

In FELLO-SED, supplementation with calcium bromide and atropine sulfate largely overcomes unwanted side-actions, enhances the sedative effect and provides valuable antispasmodic activity. It is presented in palatable liquid form.

FELLO-SED


Available in 8 fluidounce bottles. Each drop contains 10 drops, or 0.125 gr. Chloral hydrate, 0.5 gr.

Each fluidram contains, in a palatable vehicle Calcium bromide, 0.3 gr.; Calcium bromide, 0.125 gr.; Atropine sulfate, 0.125 gr.
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The Mahoning County Medical Society

Editorial

Medicine Men

Much has been written in the past few months concerning Public Relations and the Doctor. A great percentage of this prose has been critical and too small a percentage praise. To me one’s ego and super ego become supressed with adverse criticism, leaving only the idea capable of functioning which can be dangerous. Too, it is coming near the end of a long cold winter at which time the system is low in vitamin D and physical stamina is also at a low ebb. For these reasons I’m going to attempt in this brief editorial to induce new spirit, to transform the ego and to increase the physical stamina without large doses of vitamin D.

In consideration of the doctor and the public in a given locality the relationship of the doctors to one another in this locality should be given some attention. A community where there is considerable strife between the practicing physicians would in my mind suffer and the public relations be poor. However, on the other hand, in a community where the inter-relationship of physicians is on a high plane and medical ethics are practiced as they should be practiced, that community cannot suffer and automatically the public relations apace is to the most extent a pleasant one.

For example, we’ll tell a story about the doctors of Mahoning County, especially in Youngstown, and their treatment of new physicians in the area. It wasn’t too long ago that I was touring the country looking for a city in which to begin my practice. Too many times on interviewing the doctors the answer to the question, “Is there room for another doctor?” would be “No!” In fact, in one Ohio city a physician referred me to the most northern tip of the upper peninsula of Michigan as a delightful place to establish a practice.

However, on coming to Youngstown for interviews there was not too much the doctors could do to help me. In the midst of busy office hours fifteen to thirty minutes was granted without hesitation. I was even taken to lunch, instructed as to center of population, the most likely place to find office space, and always the answer was “There is always room for one more.” After I arrived some of the men, even to me, went too far in getting me a good start. At just the proper intervals one broke his ankle with an axe and another twisted and snapped a small bone in a knee and I immediately had a good start. At just the proper intervals one broke his ankle with an axe and another twisted and snapped a small bone in a knee and I immediately was pressed into service. This has not only happened to me but to many fellows that have followed. In reality it would be fairly difficult to be a failure in this area.

Why all this reminiscing? For this reason—if the inter-relationship in general between physicians is on that high a plane in Youngstown and Mahoning County, how can our public suffer so much? In fact, very little criticism is heard from the great percentage of people in this area, most of it is from the doctors for their doctor.

I hope most of you feel better now and can finish out the winter without too much difficulty. A little further advice don’t let this substitute for Florida’s vitamin D because I’ve heard that helps revive a person. For one, I wouldn’t know.—E. R. M.
A series of radio programs has been started entitled "You and Your Doctor" on WEIR and WFMJ. The series will run for the first part of the year to be followed by a weekly question and answer program, the questions being sent in from listeners to the programs. The main theme of the first few months will be to educate the layman on what the man has to do to become a doctor, something about his hospital training, his position in his community, a few talks on medical ethics, the inner relationship between the general practitioner, the specialists, and the differences between physicians and other professions that use the title of "doctor." The series will run for the first part of the year to be followed by a weekly question and answer program, the questions being sent in from listeners to the programs. The main theme of the first few months will be to educate the layman on what the man has to do to become a doctor, something about his hospital training, his position in his community, a few talks on medical ethics, the inner relationship between the general practitioner, the specialists, and the differences between physicians and other professions that use the title of "doctor." In addition to this series of radio programs, there will be bi-weekly programs of various health drives presented on WBBW Fridays at 12:30 P. M. The speakers bureau has been reorganized and is operating efficiently and as all members of the Mahoning County Medical Society have probably realized they have received cards asking them to underscore or circle the subjects on which they would like to speak and the Lay Education Committee is banking on their cooperation when asked. Another important publicity outlet obtained by this committee is the stations WBBW and WFMJ. There will be bi-weekly programs of various health drives presented on WBBW Fridays at 12:30 P. M. The speakers bureau has been reorganized and is operating efficiently and as all members of the Mahoning County Medical Society have probably realized they have received cards asking them to underscore or circle the subjects on which they would like to speak and the Lay Education Committee is banking on their cooperation when asked. Another important publicity outlet obtained by this committee is the stations WBBW and WFMJ.
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YOU AND YOUR DOCTOR
(Opening Program)

Do you really KNOW your doctor? Maybe you think that's an odd
question—if of course you know the man who comes with the little black bag
in the middle of the night when you, or someone in your family, is in pain
you know and trust the man to whose office you go for medical advice
and attention. Yes, you know the MAN . . . but do you know what makes
this man a DOCTOR? Have you ever considered just WHY you have
confidence in him to give you the best possible medical care? Have you ever
thought about the many years of hard work and training that this
man has endured in order that he may dedicate his life to keeping YOU alive and well? Very few people have any idea of what it really takes and training of your graduate must pass every kind of physical and mental test and show exceptional character to be allowed to go on to study in a medical school! And can you imagine what it means to spend four years in constant study and concentration in order for the young doctor-to-be to pass the State Board examinations? Why should YOU be concerned with this careful screening? Because it means that YOUR doctor has passed every test that will prove he is capable and reliable and worthy of your trust! Then we come to the hospital training. Did you ever stop to think what that year of internship must mean to a young doctor? The nights of lost sleep when he is needed in emergency—the hours he must spend doing his utmost to ease the pain and suffering of the thousands of patients brought in by the screaming ambulances— and all for the barest minimum of pay. After internship, he becomes a resident doctor—for sometimes as long as four years—so that he can get all the experience he can in knowing how to fight the diseases YOU may be stricken with someday! Only after all this experience is your doctor qualified to give you medical treatment on his own. But, it doesn't stop there—you or your family is a vital part of your own community. Your doctor must continue his work in free clinics, he must attend various medical meetings, local and national. And, he must take an active part in different Medical Associations. Why? Because he must constantly strive to keep abreast of the latest medical advances in order that YOU may stand a better and better chance to overcome disease.

Suppose you consult your family doctor and he recommends you to see a specialist. Why? How will you adjust to an unfamiliar doctor? We hope to explain a little about Medical Ethics in one of our talks—showing the inter-relation of the general practitioner, his patient, his fellow practitioners, and the specialist.

And by the way, how much should you pay for medical treatment and advice? What does your doctor charge, and how does he arrive at that figure? Our sixth program will attempt to explain current medical fees, their comparison to other cities, and what the future may hold for medical fees.

Have you ever had a public health nurse stop at your home—or have you ever gone to a free clinic? The role your doctor plays in these various public health organizations will also be discussed in our series of programs. For instance, in the middle of the night someone near to you is suddenly seized by acute pain. You need a doctor quickly! Maybe you have no family doctor to call upon—or your regular doctor is out of town! Then the Medical Dental Bureau takes over—locating a capable doctor on quick notice, saving you precious time and worry in your hour of need. But what do you know about the founding and organization of this important service, and what part does your doctor play in it? This will be the topic of one of our future discussions. Then, just suppose after the doctor arrives at your home and makes an examination he says, "You must go to the hospital at once!" You go, having faith that there will be competent people there to help you through your hour of pain, and that everything humanly possible will be done for your health and comfort. Yes, you trust in the hospital, but have you any idea of how this institution of mercy is organized to function smoothly and efficiently? And do you know why hospital costs are so high today? This will be the topic of still another talk in our series.

And the nurse who tends you, and whom the doctor relies upon to carry out his orders—do you realize how much study and hard work and service that nurse must have to keep her constant vigil over the sick and mínimo, keeping calmly efficient at all times? How a girl becomes a nurse is still another subject to be covered by these talks.

Then what of that other man you rely upon to ease pain and keep you healthy—your dentist? Do you know how closely allied your dentist and doctor are? The necessity for continued understanding and cooperation will be discussed in the future program.

Going back to your hypothetical trip to the hospital—would you be worried about how you were to pay for your stay there? Or would you be secure in the knowledge that you have hospitalization to see you through? The Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans will be topics for discussion, too.

Suppose you were desperately in need of medical attention yet could not afford one penny for it? Need you or a loved one die for lack of medical care? Not as long as the doctors of our community devote their time and talents to the Medical Service Foundation and other charity projects carried on by city, county, and state.

Perhaps you or a member of your family works for one of the many large steel concerns in this area. If you do, you have mill insurance and free medical attention while at work—this phase of the medical profession will be explained by representatives from the three largest steel plants—U. S. Steel, Republic Steel, and the Youngstown Sheet and Tube. Then you ask, "Just what does the title 'Doctor' really mean? Are others than medical men entitled to the name?" An educator will tell you about various professions that use Doctor as a title. For instance, do you know the difference between a physician and an osteopath? You will if you listen to our program dealing with this subject.

Are you taking some kind of patent medicine—some so-called "cure-all" for everything that ails you? Do you believe in the glowing advertisements about these drugs? Do you know that you'd probably pay one-half LESS for a similar drug of higher potency prescribed by a physician? I think you'll be interested in the discussion of "Drugs, their use and abuse!"

Would you be frightened at the very thought that you or one of your family must be committed to either the Tuberculosis Sanatorium or the Receiving Hospital? If you knew of the wonderful work done in these institutions for the betterment of this community—it might help you to help yourself—or a loved one—to adjust if it were ever necessary to enter one of them. The Receiving Hospital is comparatively new in Youngstown and has proven a tremendous success in the diagnosis and treatment of mental illnesses. Only through a better understanding of the Tuberculosis Sanatorium and the Receiving Hospital can you understand their value to YOU as a citizen, and as a person.

"You and Your Doctor" will use the last part of the year in a weekly question and answer program. These will be YOUR programs, answering the
man has endured in order that he may dedicate his life to keeping YOU alive and well? Very few people have any idea of what it really takes to graduate must pass every kind of physical and mental test and show exceptional character to be allowed to go on to study in a medical school? And for that reason, the Mahoning Medical School has been set up to train the best doctors that can be found qualified to concentration in order for the young doctor-to-be to pass the State Board examinations? Why should YOU be concerned with this careful screening? Because it means that YOUR doctor has passed every test that will prove he is capable and reliable and worthy of your trust!

Then we come to the hospital training. Did you ever stop to think what that year of interning must mean to a young doctor? The nights of little sleep when he is needed in emergency—the hours he must spend doing his utmost to ease the pain and suffering of the thousands of patients brought in by the screaming ambulances—and all for the barest minimum of pay. After internship, he becomes a resident doctor—for sometimes as long as four years—so that he can get all the experience he can in knowing how to fight the diseases YOU may be stricken with someday! Only after all this experience is your doctor qualified to give you medical treatment on his own.

But, it doesn't stop there—your doctor is a vital part of your own community. Your doctor must continue his work in free clinics, he must attend various medical meetings, local and national. And, he must take part in different Medical Associations. Why? Because he must constantly strive to keep abreast of the latest medical advances in order that YOU may stand a better and better chance to overcome disease.

Suppose you consult your family doctor and he recommends you to a specialist. Why? Why not pick the specialist he does—and what about you—a how will you adjust to an unfamiliar doctor? We hope to explain in a little about Medical Ethics in one of our talks—showing the inter-relationship between the general practitioner, his patient, his fellow practitioners, and the specialist.

And by the way, just how much should you pay for medical treatment and advice? What does your doctor charge, and how does he arrive at that figure? Our ninth program will attempt to explain current medical fees. Their comparison to other cities, and what the future may hold for medical fees.

Have you ever had a public health nurse stay at your home—or have you ever gone to a free clinic? The role your doctor plays in these various public health organizations will also be discussed in our series of programs. For instance, in the middle of the night someone near to you is suddenly seized by alarming pain. You need a doctor quickly! Maybe you have no family doctor to call on—or your regular doctor is out of town! Then the Medical Dental Bureau takes over—locating a capable doctor on quite impossible, saving you precious time and worry in your hour of need. But what do you know about the founding and organization of this important service, and what part does your doctor play in it? This will be the topic of one of our future discussions. Then, just suppose the doctor arrives at your home and makes an examination he says, "You must go to the hospital at once!" You go, having faith that there will be competent people there to help you through your hour of pain, and that everything humanly possible will be done for your health and comfort. Yes, you trust in the hospital, but how about the cost? Would you like to pay for your stay there? Or would you be secure in the knowledge that you have hospitalization to see you through? The Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans will be topics for discussion, too.

Suppose you were desperately in need of medical attention yet could not afford one penny for it? Need you or a loved one die for lack of medical care? Not as long as the doctors of our community devote their time and talents to the Medical Service Foundation and other charity projects carried on by city, county, and state.

Perhaps you or a member of your family works for one of the many large steel concerns in this area. If you do, you have mill insurance and free medical attention while at work—this phase of the medical profession will be explained by representatives from the three largest steel plants—U. S. Steel, Republic Steel, and the Youngstown Sheet and Tube.

Then you ask, "Just what does the title 'Doctor' really mean? Are others than medical man entitled to the name?" An educator will tell you about various professions that use Doctor as a title. For instance, do you know the difference between a physician and an osteopath? You will if you listen to our program dealing with this subject.

Are you taking some kind of patent medicine—some so-called "cure-all" for everything that ails you? Do you believe in the glowing advertisements about these drugs? Did you know that you'd probably pay one-half LESS for a similar drug of higher potency prescribed by a physician? I think you'll be interested in the discussion of "Drugs, their use and abuse!"

Would you be frightened at the very thought that you or one of your family must be committed to either the Tuberculosis Sanatorium or the Receiving Hospital? If you knew of the wonderful work done in these two institutions for the betterment of this community—it might help you to help yourself—or a loved one—to adjust if it were ever necessary to enter one of them. The Receiving Hospital is comparatively new in Youngstown and has proven a tremendous success in the diagnosis and treatment of mental diseases. Only through a better understanding of the Tuberculosis Sanatorium and the Receiving Hospital can you understand their value to YOU as a citizen, and as a person.

"You and Your Doctor" will use the last part of the year in a weekly question and answer program. These will be YOUR programs, answering the
CARBRITAL eases daytime tension and anxiety and induces sound, refreshing sleep at night. Combining the rapid hypnotic action of sodium pentobarbital with the mild, prolonged sedative action of carbromal, it is both soothing and hypnotic. Residual "hang-over" or depression is unlikely in patients receiving CARBRITAL.

CARBRITAL is valuable for insomnia, nervous tension, and preoperative, and obstetrical sedation. It is available in two forms—Capsules® and Elixir.
CARBRITAL eases daytime tension and anxiety and induces sound, refreshing sleep at night. Combining the rapid hypnotic action of sodium pentobarbital with the mild, prolonged sedative action of carbromal, it is both soothing and hypnotic. Residual "hang-over" or depression is unlikely for patients receiving CARBRITAL.

CARBRITAL is valuable for insomnia, nervous tension, and preoperative, and obstetrical sedation. It is available in two forms—Kapseal® and Elixir.

On recommendation of National Research Council, the Holger Nielsen push-pull method of artificial respiration has been adopted nationally and will supplant the Schafer prone-pressure methods as soon as personnel can be taught the new system. Defense Department said the Holger Nielsen system, for years the standard method in Norway and Denmark, has been approved by virtually every national organization active in first aid work. Among them are the armed forces, American Red Cross, U.S. Public Health Service, Federal Civil Defense Administration, Boy and Girl Scouts and American Medical Association's Council on Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation.

Experiments preceding selection of the system were carried on at Universities of Pennsylvania and Illinois, Springfield (Mass.) College and Harvard University. Experiments were performed on animals, on sick and injured patients who had stopped breathing, on human volunteers holding their breath, on recently deceased cadavers and on volunteers whose breathing ability had been paralyzed for short periods of time by use of drugs. Reports on these experiments, and other studies and investigations, convinced National Research Council that the Nielsen method is to be preferred to all others as standard procedure in most cases. An important finding was that the Nielsen method exchanges about twice as much air as the Schafer method, up to now the standard artificial respiration technique with most organizations.

Under the Nielsen method the patient is placed face down, with either cheek resting on his crossed hands. The rescuer, kneeling at the patient's head, exerts pressure downward on the chest, then draws the arms forward to assist the patient's own "elastic recoil". With the Schafer method, the operator is not able to assist in the recoil. On this, Defense Department said, "When a victim is deeply asphyxiated and near death, there is a loss of natural muscle tone, less elasticity of the chest and less tendency for air to be sucked in. This makes the Schafer method least effective when most needed."

Under special circumstances (arm injuries or when an individual cannot be placed on his stomach) other methods are recommended—Capitel Clinic, Vol. 8, No. 50, Dec. 10, 1951.

Holger Nielsen ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION METHOD ADOPTED NATIONALLY
regulate cardiac output...more precisely

Digitaline Nativelle provides positive maintenance, positive, because it is completely absorbed and uniformly dissipated. It affords full digitalis effect between doses. Since the non-absorbable glycosides, so frequently causing gastric distress, are eliminated, untoward side reactions are rare.

Because of this efficiency Digitaline Nativelle is a cardiotonic of choice of leading cardiologists the world over. For your own assurance—specify Digitaline Nativelle in full when you prescribe.

HOSPITALS GIVE STATISTICAL REPORTS FOR 1951

Nineteen hundred and fifty-one showed further increase in hospital activity as indicated in a review of annual reports released by superintendents of the two local general hospitals. The increase was not as great as comparing years 1949 and 1950 as far as total patients admitted were concerned but special departments such as laboratory and x-ray still showed a marked increase in the number of tests performed.

ST. ELIZABETH HOSPITAL

A total of 16,939 patients were treated at St. Elizabeth Hospital during 1951, as compared to 16,486 patients in 1950. There was an average daily census of 350.3 patients, days occupancy of 7.7 days, a bed occupancy of 92.6% as compared to 90.3% in 1950.

The emergency department treated 8,795 patients; there were 2,907 babies delivered, and 6,397 operations performed.

The department of Laboratory Medicine and Pathology performed a total of 125,457 varied tests and 6,308 tissue examinations.

The physical therapy department gave 16,321 treatments which was an increase of 5,000 over the number in 1950.

There were 693 deaths during the year 1951, with an autopsy percentage of 30.7%.

The x-ray department made x-ray examinations of 21,234 patients and gave 5,000 x-ray treatments.

YOUNGSTOWN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION

The Youngstown Hospital Association compiling both North and South units treated 25,724 patients and admitted 25,159 for hospital care. The North unit admitted roughly double the number treated and admitted at South Side unit.

The average bed occupancy per patient was 8.8 days and the average daily census was 608 patients. The emergency department treated 21,958 patients as compared to 18,048 in 1950. There were 3,877 deliveries, 3,647 which were at north unit. There was a total of 8,437 operations performed which was less than that in 1950 by 400. The department of Laboratory Medicine and Pathology reports 227,791 total examinations and 8,510 tissue examinations. There were 759 deaths with an autopsy rate of 59.5%.

The x-ray department made x-ray examinations of 25,974 patients, a total of 30,482 x-ray examinations, 1,261 patients were given x-ray treatments numbering 10,211 treatments. The physiotherapy department administered a total of 25,216 treatments to 1,066 patients. The occupational therapy department treated 121 patients with a total number of treatments 2,175. The blood bank department gave 5,389 transfusions and started 6,966 intravenous infusions. The out-patient department reports 1,811 individual patients treated with 7,071 visits and 623 new patients admitted. The average daily attendance in the out-patient department was 23.

T. B. SANATORIUM

One hundred sixty-four patients were admitted to the Mahoning County Tuberculosis Sanatorium during 1951, according to the annual report of Dr. H. Teitelbaum, Medical Superintendent.

Of this number 136 patients had primary tuberculosis and 28 patients had other types of tuberculosis or were admitted for study to determine whether they had the disease. There were 68 cases of far advanced pulmonary tuberculosis, 37 had moderately advanced and 11 had minimal pulmonary tuberculosis.
regulate cardiac output... more precisely

Digitaline Nativelle provides positive maintenance—positive, because it is completely absorbed and uniformly dissipated. It affords full digitalis effect between doses. Since the non-absorbable glycosides, so frequently causing gastric distress, are eliminated, unwarranted side reactions are rare.

Because of this efficiency Digitaline Nativelle is a cardiologist's choice of leading digitalins in the world for the comfort and protection of your patients—let your own assurance specify Digitaline Nativelle in full when you prescribe.
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Chief active principle of digitalis purpurea (not an adventitious mixture of glycosides)

For dosage instructions consult Physicians' Desk Reference
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HOSPITALS GIVE STATISTICAL REPORTS FOR 1951

Nineteen hundred and fifty-one showed further increase in hospital activity as indicated in a review of annual reports released by superintendents of the two local general hospitals. The increase was not as great as comparing years 1949 and 1950 as far as total patients admitted were concerned but special departments such as laboratory and x-ray still showed a marked increase in the number of tests performed.

ST. ELIZABETH HOSPITAL

A total of 16,239 patients were treated at St. Elizabeth Hospital during 1951, as compared to 16,486 patients in 1950. There was an average daily census of 560.3 patients, days occupancy of 7.7 days, a bed occupancy of 92% as compared to 90.5% in 1950.

The emergency department treated 8,795 patients; there were 2,837 births delivered, and 6,577 operations performed.

The department of Laboratory Medicine and Pathology performed a total of 125,457 varied tests and 6,300 tissue examinations.

The physiotherapy department gave 16,521 treatments which was an increase of 5,000 over the number in 1950.

There were 469 deaths during the year 1951, with an autopsy percentage of 30.7%.

The x-ray department made 21,224 examinations and gave 2,020 x-ray treatments.

YOUNGSTOWN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION

The Youngstown Hospital Association comprising both North and South units treated 25,724 patients and admitted 25,159 for hospital care. The North unit admitted roughly double the number treated and admitted at South Side unit.

The average bed occupancy per patient was 8.8 days and the average daily census was 608 patients. The emergency department treated 21,858 patients as compared to 18,048 in 1950. There were 3,877 deliveries, 3,647 of which were at north unit. There was a total of 8,437 operations performed which was less than that in 1950 by 400.

The department of Laboratory Medicine and Pathology reports 227,791 total examinations and 8,510 tissue examinations. There were 759 deaths with an autopsy rate of 59.5%. The x-ray department made x-ray examinations of 33,974 patients, a total of 30,462 x-ray examinations, 1,261 patients were given x-ray treatments.

There was a total of 9,317 operations performed which was less than that in 1950 by 400.

The department of Laboratory Medicine and Pathology reports 227,791 total examinations and 8,510 tissue examinations. There were 759 deaths with an autopsy rate of 59.5%. The x-ray department made x-ray examinations of 33,974 patients, a total of 30,462 x-ray examinations, 1,261 patients were given x-ray treatments. The physiotherapy department administered a total of 25,216 treatments to 1,066 patients.

The occupational therapy department treated 121 patients with a total number of treatments 2,175. The blood bank department gave 5,389 transfusions and started 6,966 intravenous infusions. The outpatient department reports 1,811 individual patients treated with 7,071 visits and 623 new patients admitted. The average daily attendance in the out-patient department was 23.

SANATORIUM

One hundred sixty-four patients were admitted to the Mahoning County Tuberculosis Sanatorium during 1951, according to the annual report of Dr. H. Tennenbaum, Medical Superintendent.

Of this number 136 patients had pulmonary tuberculosis and 20 patients had other types of tuberculosis or were admitted for study to determine whether they had the disease. There were 98 cases of far advanced pulmonary tuberculosis, 27 had moderately advanced and 11 had minimal pulmonary tuberculosis.
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THE MARSHING COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

There was a total of 166 discharges from the sanatorium, 25 of which were deaths. Seventy-five percent of the patients discharged during 1951, left the sanatorium as arrested, apparently arrested, or as improved. Of the 25 deaths there were a total of 13 autopsies for a percentage of 48%.

The average length of stay for the 168 patients was 342 days and the percentage of occupancy for the year was 92.2%.

There was a total of 20 major thoracic surgical operations including one pneumonectomy, 2 lobectomies, while of the 285 minor surgical operations there were 105 bronchoscopies and 125 thoracenteses.

The clinical laboratory reported a total of 20,374 tests performed and the x-ray department 2,915 x-rays of which 1,443 were in-patients and 1,172 were employees and out-patient department x-rays.

Dr. Telebenko's report also included the downtown branch of the Dollar Bank Building where 18,214 screening films were taken and 2,810 diagnostic films for a total of 18,924 films. From this group of films, 58 active cases of tuberculosis was discovered with 155 suspects. There were 1,118 inactive TB's spotted by the films. During the clinic hours, 1,296 passmo-

pleitoneums were given with 218 pneumothorax treatments. The total attend-

ence to the clinic was 2,390 and total number examinations were 671.

Y. H. A. ANNOUNCES STAFF APPOINTMENTS

Youngstown Hospital Association announces the following changes in staff appointments for the year 1952: Dr. F. J., Bierkamp is appointed to the Emeritus Staff, Dr. H. E. Fusselman is appointed to the consulting staff for the laboratory. Appointed to associate membership on surgical service is Dr. F. L. Schellholz, Dr. S. A. Lerro and Dr. D. E. Beynon on the urology, service. Dr. L. Jones, associate on the obstetrical service, Dr. Frank E. Shaw newly appointed associate in the department of ophthalmology, department. New appointments to the medical service includes Dr. P. B. Gilber, Dr. L. Chevlin, Dr. F. Friedrich, Dr. J. Schuchutka, Dr. H. N. Bennett, and Dr. F. A. Resch. Dr. K. J. Hovanic is appointed associate to the pediatric service. Dr. M. D. Evans new associate on the active psychiatry service. New appointments in the department of laboratories includes H. E. Thompson, PhD in Bio-Chemistry and Stanley A. Kott, M. S, in Bacteriology. A new appointment to the adjunct medical staff is Dr. S. R. Zoss.

Other staff appointments remain unchanged.

RED CROSS FUND CAMPAIGN

Every minute of every day, someone, somewhere needs help that only you can give. Mahoning Chapter of Red Cross is seeking $100,000 in its fund drive so that it can continue its valuable services to the community.

Red Cross is training hundreds here in first aid, home nursing and water safety for our growing Civil Defense program. Red Cross is collecting blood each month for the men in our armed forces. Red Cross answers disaster calls in this community. Red Cross helps servicemen and veterans with many problems, and offers guidance to their families when it is needed.

Red Cross is important to you. Red Cross is you. For without your support this work could not be accomplished. Answer the call—make your Red Cross pledge today.—Mrs. D. M. Zozz, Public Information Com.
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THE MARCHING COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

There was a total of 166 discharges from the sanatorium, 25 of which were deaths. Seventy-five percent of the patients discharged during 1951, left the sanatorium as arrested, apparently arrested, or as improved. Of the 25 deaths there were a total of 13 autopsies for a percentage of 48%.

The average length of stay for the 166 patients was 342 days and the percentage of occupancy for the year was 93.2%.

There was a total of 20 major thoracic surgical operations including one pneumonectomy, 2 lobectomies, while of the 285 minor surgical operations there were 105 bronchoscopies and 123 thoracenteses.

The clinical laboratory reported a total of 20,374 tests performed and the x-ray department 2,615 x-rays of which 1,443 were in-patients and 1,172 were employed and out-patient department x-rays.

Dr. Teitelbaum's report also included the downtown branch of the Dollar Bank Building where 16,314 screening films were taken and 2,810 diagnostc films for a total of 18,924 films. From this group of films, 59 active cases of tuberculosis was discovered with 655 suspects. There were 1,118 inactive TB's spotted by the films. During the clinic hours, 1,396 peritonaeums were given with 213 pneumothorax treatments. The total attendance to the clinic was 2,300 and total number examinations were 671.

Y. H. A. ANNOUNCES STAFF APPOINTMENTS

Youngstown Hospital Association announces the following changes in staff appointments for the year 1952: Dr. F. J. Blackamp is appointed to the Emeritus Staff, Dr. H. E. Fusselman is appointed to the consulting staff for the laboratory. Appointed to associate membership on surgical service is Dr. E. L. Sibohome, Dr. B. A. Leno and Dr. D. E. Beyer in the urology, service. Dr. P. L. Jonas, associate on the obstetrical service, Dr. Frank E. Brown newly appointed associate in the department of obstetrics and gynecology. New associate appointments to the medical service includes Dr. P. B. Gilber, Dr. L. Chevlen, Dr. P. Friedrich, Dr. J. Buchakula, Dr. H. N. Bennett, and Dr. P. A. Beech. Dr. K. J. Houmani is appointed associate to the pediatric service, Dr. M. D. Evans new associate on the active psychiatry service. New appointments in the department of laboritories includes H. E. Thompson, PhD in Bio-Chemistry and Stanley A. Kott, M. S. in Bacteriology. A new appointment to the adjunct medical staff is Dr. S. R. Zoes.

A new appointment to the Dental Staff is Prosthodontist Dr. J. D. Croslhaw.

Other staff appointments remain unchanged.

RED CROSS FUND CAMPAIGN

Every minute of every day, someone, somewhere needs help that only you can give. Mahoning Chapter of Red Cross is seeking $206,200 in its fund drive so that it can continue its valuable services to the community.

Red Cross is training hundreds here in first aid, home nursing and water safety for our growing Civil Defense program. Red Cross is collecting blood each month for the men in our armed forces. Red Cross answers disaster calls in this community. Red Cross helps servicemen and veterans with many problems, and offers guidance to their families when it is needed.

Red Cross is important to you. Red Cross is you. For without your support this work could not be accomplished. Answer the call—make your Red Cross pledge today. —Mrs. D. M. Zoeb, Public Information Com.
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Dependable Prescription Druggists for "over half a century"

WHITE'S DRUG STORES

- Five convenient locations open from 8:30 A.M. to 10 P.M. to serve you and your patients.
- Have you visited our new store?
- 518 Market St. (op. Al Wagner's)
- Plenty of parking — Drive right up to the door.
- Youngstown Owned and Operated with 15 registered pharmacists to assure you of Dependable Prescription Service

WHITE'S DRUG STORES

MARCH

AUXILIARY NEWS

"Editorial Note: Without a doubt this column will be well read by the curious males, not only to see what their women will be wearing, but also to see if any price tags were included, of course by error.

Find the woman not interested in clothes and fashion — not in our auxiliary! The Spring style preview and tea held Tuesday, February 19th, at Stross Hall, Rodef Sholom Temple was well attended, and members and guests were welcomed by Mrs. Carl A. Gustafson, president.

Gradually femininity has been creeping back into its rightful place in women's wearing apparel and the Style Show proves it is actually here. Wasp-like waists made more so by the "waist-pinchers" if desired; rustling taffetas announcing the wearer, full circular skirts worn with "in-an'-outers" or fish net petticoats, both to give the already full skirts wider flare.

On display in the style promenade were Easter hats, the latest in Spring daytime and evening wear as well as sports ensembles. A wide range of materials from denim and quilted cotton to pure linen, fine wool, iridescent pure silk taffeta and chiffon. Also, one dress shown was made of synthetic, permanently pleated, jersey like fabric.

Since in February we honor both George Washington, born February 22, 1732, and Abraham Lincoln, born February 12th, 1809, tea was served in a patriotic setting of red, white and blue. Mrs. William H. Evans and Mrs. Alfred Cukerbaum presided at the tea table.

Mrs. Fred G. Schlecht, Social Chairman was assisted by Mrs. Stewart, G. Patton, Mrs. Edwin R. Brody, Mrs. John Buchanan, Mrs. James L. Fisher, Mrs. Richard Goldcamp, Mrs. Y. E. Golden, Mrs. Vernon L. Goodwin, Mrs. Bryan Hunt, Mrs. P. H. Kennedy, Mrs. James D. Miller, Mrs. Stephen W. Ondash, Mrs. Frederick Reich, Mrs. Lewis E. Shanes, Mrs. Sam Zlotnick.

Mrs. Alfred Cukerbaum, Program Chairman was assisted by Mrs. Murrill M. Szucs, Mrs. George M. McKelvey and Mrs. Morris Rosenblum.

In connection with Civil Defense, Mrs. Gustafson urges all members to participate in the program and those who have not already registered for the First Aid courses may do so by calling Mrs. Craig C. Wales, Chairman of Civil Defense Committee. Two classes are meeting at the present time, one Tuesday evenings at 7:30 and one Wednesday afternoons at 1:00 o'clock.

The next meeting to be held Tuesday, March 11th, at St. Elizabeth Nurses Home will be a "Tea for Prospective Nurses," the speaker to be Sister Margaret Louise, Director of Nurses, St. Elizabeth Hospital School of Nursing — Mrs. Dean Nutb, Publicity Chairman.

COMING MEDICAL MEETINGS

American Academy of General Practice, Atlantic City, March 24-27.
American Congress of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Cincinnati, March 31 to April 4.
Ohio State Medical Association, Annual Meeting, Cleveland, Ohio, May 30-31. Make your hotel reservations now.
American Medical Association, Chicago, June 9 to 15.
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Dependable Prescription Druggists for “over half a century”

WHITE’S DRUG STORES

- Five convenient locations open from 8:30 A.M. to 10 P.M. to serve you and your patients.
- Have you visited our new store?
  3128 Market Street (opp. Al Wagner’s)
  Plenty of parking — Drive right up to the door.
Youngstown Owned and Operated with
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AUXILIARY NEWS

"Editorial Note: Without a doubt this column will be well read by the curious males not only to see what their wives will be wearing, but also to see if any price tags were included, of course, by error.

Find the woman not interested in clothes and fashion—not in our auxiliary! The Spring style preview and tea held Tuesday, February 19th, at Strouss Hall, Rodef Sholom Temple was well attended, and members and guests were welcomed by Mrs. Carl A. Gustafson, president.

Gradually femininity has been creeping back into its rightful place in women’s wardrobes. The Style Show proves it is actually here. Wasp-like waists made more so by the “waist-pincher” if desired; rustling taffeta announcing the wearer, full circle skirts worn with “in-an’outers” or fish net petticoats, both to give the already full skirts wider flare.

On display in the style promenade were Easter hats, the latest in spring fashions, as well as sports ensembles. A wide range of materials from denim and quilted cotton to pure linens, fine wool, iridescent pure silk taffeta and chiffon. Also, one dress shown was made of synthetic, permanently pleated, jersey like fabric.

Since in February we honor both George Washington, born February 22, 1732, and Abraham Lincoln, born February 12th, 1809, tea was served in a patriotic setting of red, white and blue. Mrs. William H. Evans and Mrs. Alfred Cukerbaum presided at the tea table.

Mrs. Fred G. Schlicht, Social Chairman was assisted by Mrs. Stewart, G. Paton, Mrs. Edwin B. Brady, Mrs. John Buchanan, Mrs. James L. Fisher, Mrs. Richard Goldcamp, Mrs. T. K. Golden, Mrs. Vernon L. Goodwin, Mrs. Bryan Hutt, Mrs. J. F. Kennedy, Mrs. James D. Miller, Mrs. Stephen W. Ondash, Mrs. Frederick Reisch, Mrs. Lewis S. Shabat, Mrs. Sam Zlotnick. Mrs. Alfred Cukerbaum, Program Chairman was assisted by Mrs. M. Stewart, Mrs. G. Patton, Mrs. Edwin B. Brady, Mrs. James L. Fisher, Mrs. Richard Goldcamp, Mrs. T. K. Golden, Mrs. Vernon L. Goodwin, Mrs. Bryan Hutt, Mrs. J. F. Kennedy, Mrs. James D. Miller, Mrs. Stephen W. Ondash, Mrs. Frederick Reisch, Mrs. Lewis S. Shabat, Mrs. Sam Zlotnick. Mrs. Alfred Cukerbaum, Program Chairman was assisted by Mrs. M. Stewart, Mrs. G. Patton, Mrs. Edwin B. Brady, Mrs. James L. Fisher, Mrs. Richard Goldcamp, Mrs. T. K. Golden, Mrs. Vernon L. Goodwin, Mrs. Bryan Hutt, Mrs. J. F. Kennedy, Mrs. James D. Miller, Mrs. Stephen W. Ondash, Mrs. Frederick Reisch, Mrs. Lewis S. Shabat, Mrs. Sam Zlotnick.

In connection with Civil Defense, Mrs. Gustafson urges all members to participate in the program and those who have not already registered for the First Aid courses may do so by calling Mrs. Craig C. Wales, Chairman of Civil Defense Committee. Two classes are meeting at the present time, one Tuesday evenings at 7:30 and one Wednesday afternoons at 1:00 o’clock.

The next meeting to be held Tuesday, March 11th, at St. Elizabeth Nurses Home will be a “Tea for Prospective Nurses,” the speaker to be Sister Margaret Louise, Directress of Nurses, St. Elizabeth Hospital School of Nursing. —Mrs. Dean Nesbit, Publicity Chairman.

COMING MEDICAL MEETINGS

American Academy of General Practice, Atlantic City, March 24-27.
American Congress of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Cincinnati, March 31 to April 4.
American College of Physicians, Cleveland, O., April 21-25.
Ohio State Medical Association, Annual Meeting, Cleveland, Ohio, May 20-22. Make your hotel reservations now.
American Medical Association, Chicago, June 9 to 15.
Committees for 1952


SUB-COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC RELATIONS—A. Phillips, Chairman, B. Fairweather, S. Epstein, H. Munson, H. Short, J. Hall.


SUB-COMMITTEE ON HOSPITAL RELATIONS—J. Fassett, Chairman; J. Rodgers, M. Yarmy, J. Keyes, B. Brandmiller, J. Heberding.

SCHOOL HEALTH—E. Thomas, Chairman: M. Goldstein, J. Golden, H. Huthson, E. Warden, B. Myers.


VETERANS—M. Coet, Chairman; F. Schroll, B. Siew, J. Child, A. Cukerbaum, S. Franklin.


MEDICAL-LEGAL—L. Reed, Chairman: J. Beckelwalt, B. Messman, S. Franklin, J. Soderman, A. Saper.


STATE AND A.M.A. CONGRESS—C. Weller, Chairman.


AUXILIARY ADVISORY—W. Mears, Chairman; V. Goodwin, W. Evan, D. Delke.


MARCH 1952

THE MAHONING COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

RURAL HEALTH—R. McMurtry, Chairman; C. Weidmann, R. Comp. C. Weller, S. Potten, J. Peterson, B. Leinbach, B. Scottfield.


ARTHEMIS—M. Ixon, Chairman; E. Goldsmith, J. Delke, J. Miller, A. Martinec.

BLOOD BANK—A. Robinson, Chairman; J. Rogers, J. Rogers.

PROCEEDINGS OF COUNCIL

The regular monthly meeting of the Council of the Mahoning County Medical Society was held on Monday, February 11, 1952, at the office of the Society, 125 W. Commerce St., Youngstown, Ohio.

The present were: Dr. C. A. Gustafson, President, presiding; Dr. E. B. McNeel, Dr. W. E. Neidus, Dr. Wm. M. Skipp, Dr. Asher Randolf, Dr. J. D. Brown, Dr. V. L. Goodwin, and Dr. S. W. Emond, comprising members of Council, also Dr. John Noll, Dr. W. E. Mewes, Dr. W. J. Tims, Dr. R. Thomas, Dr. D. E. Stillman, and Dr. Roy Hall.

Dr. Hall discussed the March 11 meeting, at which time we have invited the Auxiliary and the members of the Allied Professions Committee. The Secretary was instructed to contact the Presidents or the Secretaries of the various groups, invite them to the meeting and ask for an attendance figure. Dr. Noll, Chairman of the Trusting and Library Committee, reported the progress of his committee to date.

Dr. Tims returned the standing orders of the Visiting Nurse Association, which he reviewed, and recommended that they be approved as they now stand.

Dr. E. B. Thomas presented problems the School Health Committee are faced with in the schools. Discussion followed and a further study by the Committee was recommended. Dr. Gelbman discussed retarded children and was advised that they should be referred to the family physician.

Dr. Skipp called attention to the May meeting which was to have been held on the 20th, and if so, would conflict with the Ohio State Medical Association meeting in Cleveland which is to be held May 20-22. Council instructed the Secretary to contact Dr. Testiblum and Dr. Keogh and see if May 13 could be arranged for the meeting which is to be held in conjunction with the T. B. Seminum.

The following applications were read:

ACTIVE MEMBERSHIP

Dr. F. A. Friedrich, 6611 Market St., Youngstown, Ohio

Dr. I. J. Howmar, 77 E. Midlothian Blvd., Youngstown, Ohio

Dr. H. L. Short, 641 Wick Ave., Youngstown, Ohio

INTERMEMBERSHIP

Dr. D. B. Brown, Youngstown Hospital Ass'n, Youngstown, Ohio

Unless objection is filed in writing with the secretary within 15 days, the above become members of the Society.

Bills were read and approved for payment—G. E. DeCicco, M.D., Secretary.
COMMITEES FOR 1952

SUB-COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC RELATIONS—A. Phillips, Chairman, B. Fimanow, S. Epstein, H. Munson, J. Hall.
SUB-COMMITTEE ON EMERGENCY RELIEF—J. Vance, Chairman; R. Cutts, S. Fimanow, J. Collin.
SUB-COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION—W. Skipp, Chairman; F. Frederick, J. LaMarz, M. Burgbridge, B. Harner, W. Young, J. Collin.
SUB-COMMITTEE ON MILITARY AFFAIRS—J. Vance, Chairman; J. Collin, J. Hall.
SUB-COMMITTEE ON PRODUCTION—W. Skipp, Chairman; F. Price, J. Hall.
PUBLIC HEALTH—W. Tims, Chairman; B. Hakodda, C. Cutts, J. Moyer, B. Cukerbaum, J. Tumberower, J. Dull.
SCHOOL HEALTH—E. Thomas, Chairman; M. Goldstein, J. Golden, H. Hathorne, E. Wenas, J. Myers.
HOUSING AND LIBRARY—J. Stoll, Chairman, E. Boddy, D. Stillman, J. Miller.
PLACEMENT—J. Stack, Chairman; J. Thomas, W. Mermis, A. Cukerbaum, S. Franklin.
PUBLIC RELATIONS—J. Stack, Chairman; S. Ondash, J. Vance.
PROFESSIONAL RELATIONS—J. Stack, Chairman; M. Weidener, R. Gressman, J. Bennett, L. McNeal.
PUBLIC HEALTH—W. Tims, Chairman; R. Kiskaddon, D. Goodwin, P. D. Stillson, J. Miller.
SCHOOL COUNCIL—J. Stack, Chairman; J. Thomas, W. Mermis, A. Cukerbaum, S. Franklin.
SCHOOL HEALTH—J. Stack, Chairman; S. Ondash, J. Vance.
UNION RELATIONS—J. Stack, Chairman; J. Thomas, W. Mermis, A. Cukerbaum, S. Franklin.
The Child Guidance Center of Youngstown completed its first year of operation on September 18, 1951. It was begun as a demonstration project and has had an opportunity this year to illustrate to the community whether such a project is worthwhile. Has it served the parents and children of the community? Has it been worth the time and money spent?

The figures highlighted below give immediate evidence that there has been a great demand for the services of the clinic—146 children were referred by parents, physicians, the schools, social agencies and others. There were 54 requests for lectures from various professional and parent organizations. This demand far exceeded the original expectations of both board and staff.

Since a child guidance clinic is an entirely new venture in Youngstown, it is natural that many questions about its operation have arisen. The most common question is, "Have you helped any children?" Another question has been, "Why does treatment take so long?" There have been many questions about the waiting list and why more children could not be seen.

This report will indicate that many more parents and children have been helped than was generally known. This is because a greater part of our service has been in the form of consultation help than treatment. There seems to be the impression that a child guidance clinic performs just one service—treatment. While treatment is the service which catches the public's imagination, not all parents who come to the clinic want or need treatment for their child.

This report will attempt to give a clearer picture of the kinds of services given not only through treatment but also through consultation, diagnosis, and miscellaneous service.

SERVICES RENDERED

Service was given to 112 children of the 146 referred, the remaining 34 parents cancelled or failed the initial appointment. Of the 112 cases served, 69 were given consultation, 23 treatment, 5 diagnosis, and 15 miscellaneous service. A total of $935.00 was received from parents as fees for this service. Fees are nominal and are established according to income.

Child guidance clinics perform a valuable service through briefer contacts known as consultation. Since consultation is an important service performed by all child guidance clinics, this report will attempt to give a clearer idea of this kind of service.

A. CONSULTATION Consultation consists, in the main, of interviews with the parent, although in some cases the child may also be seen. Every initial interview, when the parent comes to the clinic, is classified as consultation. In the initial interview, the parent is helped in determining the seriousness of the problem, how the clinic can help, and whether treatment is indicated or desired.
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This report will attempt to give a clearer picture of the kinds of services given not only through treatment but also through consultation, diagnosis, and miscellaneous service.
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Consultation consists, in the main, of interviews with the parent, although in some cases the child may also be seen. Every initial interview, when the parent comes to the clinic, is classified as consultation. In the initial interview, the parent is helped in determining the seriousness of the problem, how the clinic can help, and whether treatment is indicated or desired.
OVERLOOK SANITARIUM
New Wilmington, Pa.
A beautifully located sanitarium, just fifteen miles from Youngstown, especially equipped for the care of psychoneurosis. Mental cases and alcoholics not admitted.

RE-EDUCATION METHODS
REST CURE
PSYCHOTHERAPY
HYDROTHERAPY
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Some of the significant features of which are:
- A high degree of absorption
- Penetrating energy for deep heating
- A desirable temperature ratio of fat to vascular tissue
- Effective production of active hyperemia
- Desirable relationship between cutaneous and muscle temperature
- Controlled application over large or small areas
- Elimination of electrodes, pads and danger of arcs
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Everyday problems such as feeding difficulties, fear reactions, toilet training problems, etc., were helped through a few interviews with parents in 17 out of the 69 consultation cases. Examples of this kind of help are as follows:
(Note the facts in these and other cases cited in this report have been suitably disguised so that the identity of the case is protected.)

(1) A two-year-old boy who refused to eat. A little helpful explanation to the mother in a few interviews helped the mother to deal with the child's resistance to eating. As a result there was less dissension between the parents.

(2) A mother who was extremely upset because her eight-year-old son had been involved in sex play with another boy. She was helped to view the incident in its truer light and given information on what knowledge to impart to the child. The mother was helped to help the child.

(3) A mother who was extremely upset because her three-year-old daughter suddenly refused to sleep alone and was very frightened. The mother was helped in a few interviews to understand the cause of the child's fear and how to go about making the child feel more secure.

Twenty-six of the 69 consultation cases are on the waiting list for treatment. Many of these have been given some advice or consultation to help them make a beginning in solving the child's problem. These are cases where deeper treatment is both indicated and desired by the parents. Eventually most of these children will receive treatment. Because of the addition of Miss Allen to the staff, children will not have to wait as long for treatment in the immediate future. The waiting list can be attributed to the great demand for the services which our small staff was not equipped to handle immediately. The problem is one that the staff cannot solve without more support from the community.

Eleven of the parents given consultation decided they did not wish treatment although the staff recommended it.

Consultation was given to professional workers about a child with whom they were continuing to work in 6 cases. In these cases the child as well as the parent and agency worker were seen by the staff, and a final conference was held with the agency worker.

Mental retardation was the problem in 9 of the 69 consultation cases. These parents did not understand their child nor did they know how to handle him at home. As a result, both the parent and child were extremely tense and the home was upset. These children were all given a psychological examination. The results were interpreted to the parents and they were given suggestions about how to help their child make a better adjustment at home and in the community.

In summary, then, 26 of the 69 consultation cases are awaiting treatment while services in the remaining 43 have been completed.

B. Treatment

Of the 23 children given treatment service, 11 are currently in treatment, while treatment has been completed for 12. Of the 12 who have completed treatment, it is believed that 10 of them were helped considerably. In 3 of the cases the parents discontinued bringing the child very early in treatment.

Of the 11 cases in treatment, 5 have been coming for four months or longer. These children have been helped thus far but are in need of continued treatment. Six of the 11 cases are fairly new and 4 of these 6 have just been taken on as a result of Miss Allen's joining the staff.

What is meant by stating that a child has been helped in treatment?
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Everyday problems such as feeding difficulties, fear reactions, toilet training problems, etc., were helped through a few interviews with parents in 17 out of the 69 consultation cases. Examples of this kind of help are as follows:

(Note the facts in these and other cases cited in this report have been suitably disguised so that the identity of the case is protected.)

1. A two-year-old boy who refused to eat. A little helpful explanation to the mother in a few interviews helped the mother to deal with the child's resistance to eating. As a result there was less dissension between the parents.

2. A mother who was extremely upset because her eight-year-old son had been involved in sex play with another boy. She was helped to view the incident in its true light and given information on what knowledge to impart to the child. The mother was helped to help the child.

3. A mother who was extremely upset because her three-year-old daughter suddenly refused to sleep alone and was very frightened. The mother was helped in a few interviews to understand the cause of the child's fear and how to go about making the child feel more secure.

Twenty-six of the 69 consultation cases are on the waiting list for treatment. Many of these have been given some advice or consultation to help them make a beginning in solving the child's problem. These are cases where deeper treatment is both indicated and desired by the parents. Eventually most of these children will receive treatment. Because of the addition of Miss Allen to the staff, children will not have to wait as long for treatment in the immediate future. The waiting list can be attributed to the great demand for the services which our small staff was not equipped to handle immediately. The problem is one that the staff cannot solve without more support from the community.

Eleven of the parents given consultation decided they did not wish treatment although the staff recommended it.

Consultation was given to professional workers about a child with whom they were continuing to work in 6 cases. In these cases the child as well as the parent and agency worker were seen by the staff, and a final conference was held with the agency worker.

Mental retardation was the problem in 9 of the 69 consultation cases. These parents did not understand their child nor did they know how to handle him at home. As a result, both the parent and child were extremely tense and the home was upset. These children were all given a psychological examination. The results were interpreted to the parents and they were given suggestions about how to help their child make a better adjustment at home and in the community.

In summary, then, 26 of the 69 consultation cases are awaiting treatment while services in the remaining 43 have been completed.

TREATMENT

Of the 23 children given treatment services, 11 are currently in treatment, while treatment has been completed for 12. Of the 12 who have completed treatment, it is believed that 10 of them were helped considerably. In 3 of the cases the parents discontinued bringing the child very early in treatment.

Of the 11 cases in treatment, 5 have been coming for four months or longer. These children have been helped thus far but are in need of continued treatment. Six of the 11 cases are fairly new and 4 of those 6 have just been taken on as a result of Miss Allen's joining the staff.

What is meant by stating that a child has been helped in treatment?
Ordinarily clinics do not evaluate treatment results in an annual statistical report because it is not considered scientific. It is extremely difficult to determine whether a child is better and, if so, whether this improvement is the result of clinic treatment. It is natural for the staff to judge their own work in a favorable light. As yet, there has been no satisfactory objective method worked out for evaluating treatment results. The best known method at this time depends on the opinion of professional workers reading the case. While it is not scientific to give such data in a statistical report, it was felt necessary to do this because this is a demonstration clinic in a community which has had no previous experience with child guidance work and which wants some proof that the Child Guidance Center can show results.

The results which have been mentioned so far in the report may seem like a small number in statistical terms but, if considered in terms of the happiness of the individual child or family, these results are extremely worthwhile. The community also has benefited a great deal socially as well as financially, for every child saved from becoming an adult criminal or mentally sick person will be less costly to taxpayers as well as being a more valuable citizen.

The following are examples of children helped in treatment:

1. A 4-year-old boy who masturbated a great deal and had both parents upset. He also did not get along well with other children. The mother herself proved to be a person who was unhappy in many ways. When treatment terminated, this boy no longer had the symptoms which had worried the parents and the mother was a much better adjusted person.

2. A 12-year-old girl who was very "mean" and negative, particularly at home. She had caused the whole family to be unhappy as a result of the constant tension she created. She was very fearful in many ways and did not have friends. At the end of treatment, this child was a happier, more pleasant person and had several friends. The household was no longer under constant tension.

3. A 7-year-old boy who was a bed-wetter, very babyish, and got along poorly with other children. He was brought to the clinic by his tearful, anxious mother. The mother was a very timid person who had allowed this boy, her husband, and others to "walk all over" her. Both mother and child "grew up" during therapy. When the case was closed, the child no longer wet the bed, was more independent, and belonged to boys' groups which he had originally been too afraid to join.

In summary, then, 21 out of the 23 treatment cases have been helped or are in the process of receiving help. The staff believes that the treatment results achieved are better than average with a record of 10 completed cases plus 5 in advanced stages of therapy. The very fact that parents continue to come in with their children week after week and pay a fee in itself indicates they feel that they are getting something in return for their efforts.

The question about why treatment takes so long is one which merits a longer explanation than this report affords. Briefly, it can be pointed out that the personalities and attitudes of parents and children are not easily changed. People who come for therapy often do not know the cause of harmful attitudes in themselves. Further, these attitudes are the result of a whole life's experience enforced by habits many years in the making. It takes months and sometimes years to bring about a change for the better.
Ordinarily clinics do not evaluate treatment results in an annual statistical report because it is not considered scientific. It is extremely difficult to determine whether a child is better and, if so, whether this improvement is the result of clinic treatment. It is natural for the staff to judge their own work in a favorable light. As yet, there has been no satisfactory objective method worked out for evaluating treatment results. The best known method at this time depends on the judgment of professional workers reading the case. While it is not scientific to give such data in a statistical report, it was felt necessary to do this because this is a demonstration clinic in a community which has had no previous experience with child guidance work and which wants some proof that the Child Guidance Center can show results.

The results which have been mentioned so far in the report may seem like a small number in statistical terms but, considered in terms of the happiness of the individual child or family, these results are extremely worthwhile. The community also has benefited a great deal socially as well as financially, for every child saved from becoming an adult criminal or mentally sick person will be less costly to taxpayers as well as being a more valuable citizen.

The following are examples of children helped in treatment:

1. A 4-year-old boy who masturbated a great deal and had both parents upset. He also did not get along well with other children. The mother herself proved to be a person who was unhappy in many ways. When treatment terminated, this boy no longer had the symptom which had worried the parents and the mother was a much better adjusted person.

2. An adolescent girl who was very "mean" and negative, particularly at home. She had caused the whole family to be unhappy as a result of the constant tension she created. She was very fearful in many ways and did not have friends. At the end of treatment, this child was a happier, more pleasant person and had several friends. The household was no longer under constant tension.

3. A 7-year-old boy who was a bed-wetter, very babyish, and along poorly with other children. He was brought to the clinic by his tearful, anxious mother. The mother was a very timid person who had allowed this boy, her husband, and others to "walk all over" her. Both mother and child "grew up" during therapy. When the case was closed, the child no longer wet the bed, was more independent, and belonged to boys' groups which he had originally been too afraid to join.

In summary, then, 21 out of the 23 treatment cases have been helped or are in the process of receiving help. The staff believes that the treatment results achieved are better than averages with a record of 10 completed cases plus 5 in advanced stages of therapy. The very fact that parents continue to come in with their children week after week and pay a fee in itself indicates they feel that they are getting something in return for their efforts.

The question about why treatment takes so long is one which merits a longer explanation than this report affords. Briefly, it can be pointed out that the personalities and attitudes of parents and children are not easily changed. People who come for therapy often do not know the cause of harmful attitudes in themselves. Further, these attitudes are the result of a whole life's experience enforced by habits many years in the making. It takes months and sometimes years to bring about a change for the better.

C. DIAGNOSIS

Five cases were seen for a diagnostic study. The child, as well as parent, was seen, perhaps several times, and a psychological examination admi
Twenty-one private and semi-private rooms beautifully decorated with the latest fashion Hollywood beds and overstuffed lounging chairs. An eye-catching color scheme gayly decorates the second floor, making the surroundings extremely pleasant. Every bed in the private and semi-private rooms are equipped with specially built inner-spring, box spring mattresses. The finest and best built hospital beds, with specially built inner-spring mattresses are furnished by the home to care for any type bed patient.

Located on the first floor are three large wards, equipped to accommodate fifty-five beds. The finest and best built hospital beds, with specially built inner-spring mattresses are furnished by the home for any type bed patient.

Located on the first floor are three large wards, equipped to accommodate fifty-five beds. The finest and best built hospital beds, with specially built inner-spring mattresses are furnished by the home for any type bed patient.

There were 301 interviews with children, 523 with parents, 61 with school representatives, 50 with social agency workers, 28 with physicians, and 5 with others. There were 107 conferences with the psychiatrist on individual cases. In 48 of the cases there were psychological examinations, the majority of these being done by the Child Study Department of the Youngstown Schools.

D. MISCELLANEOUS

Of the 15 miscellaneous cases, several involved interpretation to parents of a mentally retarded child who had been tested elsewhere. In many cases the problem, such as marital discord or adult mental illness, was essentially not a child guidance problem and the parents were referred to other agencies after being interviewed.

**SOURCES OF REFERRALS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parents</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physicians</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Agencies</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schools</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>146</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of the 146 referrals, 62 were referred by parents themselves and 84 by sources outside the family. Of this total, 90 were boys and 56 girls.

Physicians referred more children than any other outside source — 34. Of these 34, pediatricians referred 13, psychiatrists or neuropsychiatrists 8, and family physicians or specialists 13.

The 31 cases referred by agencies came from 13 different agencies. Of the 10 school referrals, 10 came from the Youngstown school system and the remainder from the Canfield, Hubbard, Mahoning County and Poland systems.

**EDUCATIONAL SERVICES**

A total of 64 talks were given, 25 to parent and 22 to professional organizations. A breakdown of the talks given to professional groups indicates the following: Teachers and counselors 7, various classes at Youngstown College 6, nurses 4, social agency workers 3, ministers 1, and physicians 1.

An article on casework with mothers, by Mr. Hirshon, was published in the June issue of "Social Casework", national social work journal.

**TYPES AND NUMBERS OF INTERVIEWS**

There were 301 interviews with children, 523 with parents, 61 with school representatives, 50 with social agency workers, 28 with physicians, and 5 with others. There were 107 conferences with the psychiatrist on individual cases. In 48 of the cases there were psychological examinations, the majority of these being done by the Child Study Department of the Youngstown Schools.

**CONCLUSION**

The statistics in this report speak for themselves in indicating that the Child Guidance Center in its first year of operation has demonstrated the value of a child guidance clinic to the community, and the community, in turn, has indicated its desire for increased services. The staff is convinced that Youngstown has long needed a child guidance clinic.

In the coming year the Child Guidance Center expects to give the community even more service because of the addition of another full-time psychiatric-social worker to the staff.
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LADIES’ DEPT.
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DELPH NURSING HOME
Lake Milton, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. U. G. DELPH

Proudly announce the opening of the largest and most modern Nursing Home in Northeastern Ohio—overlooking beautiful LAKE MILTON. Twenty-one private and semi-private rooms beautifully decorated with the latest fashion Hollywood beds and overstuffed lounging chairs. Every bed in the private and semi-private rooms is equipped with specially built inner-spring, box spring mattresses.

An eye-catching color scheme gayly decorates the second floor, making the surroundings extremely pleasant. Located on the first floor are three large wards, equipped to accommodate fifty-five beds. The finest and best built hospital beds, with specially built inner-spring mattresses, are furnished by the home to care for any type bed patient.

A most capable staff keeps the building spotlessly clean, the meals expertly prepared, and the tray service very efficient.

At the present time there are choice vacancies available. We extend a cordial invitation for you to visit our home any time.
Another Strauss-Hirshberg Dependable Service to You

**Strauss-Hirshberg’s Pharmacy**

*Under Supervision of a Registered Pharmacist*

Completely new and fresh drugs will be used at all times to assure you of the best in medicines. National brands will be our motto! Eli Lilly Co., E. R. Squibb Co., Parke-Davis Co., Lederle, Abbott and Upjohn.

**STROUSS’ PHARMACY—MAIN FLOOR**

**STROUSS-HIRSHBERG’S**

A New Approach in the Treatment of Rheumatic Arthritis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tablets</th>
<th>SALZER NO. 2</th>
<th>Keratin Coated Light Blue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colchicine</td>
<td>0.50 gr.</td>
<td>0.3 mg.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium Salicylate</td>
<td>2 1/2 gr.</td>
<td>0.15 Gm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Para-Aminobenzoic Acid</td>
<td>2 1/2 gr.</td>
<td>0.15 Gm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(as the sodium salt)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thiamine Hydrochloride</td>
<td>1 mg.</td>
<td>1/60 gr. (Vitamin B1, 333 l.U.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riboflavin</td>
<td>1 mg.</td>
<td>1/60 gr. (Vitamin B2, 340 Sherman Units)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This formula will be found of great value in the treatment of rheumatic fever, myalgias (pain in a muscle or muscles) and joint pains, inflammations, immobility, and other arthritis states without the associated dangers.

**THE ZEMMER COMPANY**

**PITTSBURGH 13, PA.**

"Does it matter who fills the prescription?"

"Ah Doctor, does it matter who writes the prescription?"

**LAERI APOTHECARY**

Home Savings & Loan Bldg.—2nd Floor Telephone 79636

**MARCH**
Another Strauss-Hirshberg Dependable Service to You

Strouss-Hirshberg's Pharmacy

Under Supervision of a Registered Pharmacist

Completely new and fresh drugs will be used at all times to assure you of the best in medicines. National brands will be our motto! Eli Lilly Co., E. R. Squibb Co., Parke-Davis Co., Lederle, Abbott and Upjohn.

STROUSS' PHARMACY—MAIN FLOOR

STROUSS-HIRSHBERG'S

A New Approach in the Treatment of Rheumatic Arthritis

Tablets

SALZEM NO. 2

Keratin Coated Light Blue

Calcytonin

Baking Acid

Paraffin

Olive Oil

Thiamine

Vitamin B1

Riboflavin

Vitamin B2


(0.3 mg.)

(0.15 Gm.)

(0.15 Gm.)

(1/60 gr.)

(1/60 gr.)

(333 J.U.)

(340 Sherman Units)


Keratin Coated Light Blue

This formula will be found of great value in the treatment of rheumatic fever, arthritis and rheumatism, sprains and joint pain, irritable bowel, immobility, and other arthritis states including gout and multiple sclerosis.

THE ZEMMER COMPANY

PITTSBURGH 13, PA.

"Does it matter who fills the prescription?"

"Ah Doctor, does it matter who writes the prescription?"

LAERI APOTHECARY

Home Savings & Loan Bldg.—2nd Floor Telephone 78638
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HERE AND THERE

Dr. J. N. McCann now President of Ohio State Board of Medical Examiners was recently elected President-elect of the National Federation of State Board Examiners.

Born: To Dr. and Mrs. Henry L. Shorr, a boy, Robert Mark, on Feb. 1, 1952 at St. Elizabeth's Hospital.

Listed among Ohio contributors to the American Medical Education Foundation Fund in the J. A. M. A. were the following members of the Mahoning County Medical Society: R. M. Kiskaddon, John Roll, Edward A. Shearer, William M. Skipp, and W. E. Turner. Many others are known to have contributed funds directly to their medical schools.

Dr. Ivan C. Smith attended the clinical sessions of the American Society for Surgery of the Hand held in Chicago on January 25. The meeting was held in conjunction with the American Academy of Orthopedic Surgery.

Dr. G. W. Cook, W. D. McElroy, and C. S. Lowendorf attended the American Academy of Orthopedic Surgery meeting held in Chicago, January 26th to 31st, 1952.

Dr. W. Breeseman was promoted to the Associate Staff, Department of Internal Medicine and Dr. M. Conti to the Active Staff Department of Surgery at St. Elizabeth's Hospital.
THE MAHONING COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

KEEPING UP WITH A.M.A.

W. M. Stipp, M.D.

... The VA has revised the regulations to conform to new laws so that medical care costs can be recovered from insurance companies.

1. When a non-service-connected case applies for free domiciliary care, claiming "no adequate means of support" $125 is cut off for a man with no dependents, but if he is supporting a family the $125 does not apply. The rules of the VA hospitals have not changed. He will affirm he is unable to pay and there will be no investigation beyond his statement.

2. The VA intends to recover from third parties for medical care rendered to veterans. The VA will collect from health and hospital insurance, union welfare funds, public and private compensation funds, legally liable persons, also accident cases and other Federal Dep'ts.

... Oscar Ewing, addressing the 31 Negro Civic Associations in Washington, reiterated his support of National Compulsory Health Insurance and Federal Aid to Medical Education. He declared "I believe there are people in this country who do not care whether we have enough doctors to go around ... who do not want to see any serious steps taken to relieve the shortage of doctors" ... "There are people in this country who do not understand and do not want to understand" ... "The crying problem of the cost of medical care ... the threat to the liberal American ideal lies in a refusal to recognize what this can mean in the way of privation, of financial disaster, even of lives lost ... there is a threat to our very survival in the refusal to recognize that these problems exist ... or worse yet, in an unwillingness to perceive what this can mean in the way of privation, of financial disaster, even of lives lost."... Acting under the Capehart Amendment, O.P.S. has an issue (GOS-21) which permits drug manufacturers and others to raise prices. If they feel they deserve an increase they may apply for one having the new figures on net increases including labor and overhead up to July 26, '51.

... The Bureau of Labor Statistics reports as of Sept. 15, 1951, show Rx's and drugs have risen 4.3 percent above 1950 average, all medical care increased 8.5 percent (including drugs) with an increase of 6 percent for physicians' fees, while chemicals and drugs have risen sharply. ... OSCAR EWING, 62 principal administration sponsor of National Compulsory Health Insurance describes his post as FSA as "the greatest job in the world." He recommended to President Truman in Sept. 1946, a system of prepaid Government Health Insurance covering the entire population. Ewing wrote ... "Voluntary insurance plans cannot do the job" ... that is his belief today. He is now concentrating on the aged with emphasis on hospitalization. He has achieved what he calls his three lifetime ambitions:

1. To become a lawyer; 2. To enter politics after becoming financially independent; and 3. To head the F.S.A. He is a native of Indiana, received his AB degree from the University of Indiana, matriculating in philosophy, and his law degree at Harvard Law School. He represented Aluminum Corp. of America, Merck & Co., Bendix Aviation Corp. in 1951 in Geneva represented American Manufacturers of the Conference for Limitation of the Manufacture of Narcotics.

JOHN L. THORSTON, 27, Ewing's deputy, is a government career man. His duties are as broad and widespread as F.S.A.'s many fields of operation. He is the son of a Norwegian sea captain, is a native of Michigan. After graduating from Antioch College in Ohio in 1937 he came to Washington on the staff of the USES. World War II found him working for the War Man....
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Bell-Rempes Drugs, Inc.
Youngstown O-wand and Operated
31 Central Square
Tod House

Our whole attention is devoted to
serving the medical profession and
filling out prescriptions. Hundreds
of physicians and families feel an
added confidence when they have a
prescription filled at Tod & Rempes.
They know that this assures the best
in quality and the utmost in care.

We Invite You to Visit Our
Prescription Department

CROSS DRUGS
YOUNGSTOWN OWNED
AND OPERATED

6 E. Federal Street
In the Stambaugh Bldg.
1 Wast Federal Street
In Central Tower

Five Pharmacists to Serve You

We Invite You to Visit
Our Prescription
Departments

Waiting Room Chairs
Desks and Filing
Equipment

OFFICE
FURNITURE

JAMES & WEAVER
"Office Outfitters"
4-4427

THORNTON'S
QUALITY LAUNDRY

DURY CLEANING
AND
FUR STORAGE

234 Belmont Avenue
Telephone 4-0155
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KEEPING UP WITH A.M.A.
W. M. Stipp, M.D.

The VA has revised the regulations to conform to new laws so that
medical care costs can be recovered from insurance companies.

1. When a non-service-connected case applies for free domiciliary care,
claiming "no adequate means of support" $125 is cut off for a man with no
dependents, but if he is supporting a family the $125 does not apply. The
rules of the VA hospitals have not changed. He will affirm he is unable
to pay and there will be no investigation beyond his statement.

2. The VA intends to recover from third parties for medical care rendered
to veterans. The VA will collect from health and hospital insurance, union
welfare funds, public and private compensation funds, legally liable persons,
civil accident cases and other Federal Depts.

Oscar Ewing, addressing the 31 Negro Civic Associations in Wash-
ington, reiterated his support of National Compulsory Health Insurance and
Federal Aid to Medical Education. He declared 'I believe there are people
in this country who do not care whether we have enough doctors to go
around . . . who do not want to see any serious steps taken to relieve the
shortages of doctors' . . . "There are people in this country who do not
understand and do not want to understand" . . . "The crying problem of
the cost of medical care . . . the threat to the liberal American idea lies
in a refusal to recognize what this can mean in the way of privation,
of financial disaster, even of lives lost . . . there is a threat to our very survival
in the refusal to recognize that these problems exist . . . or worse yet, in
recognition without any desire to find a solution."

Acting under the Capehart Amendment, OPS has an issue (GOB-21)
which permits drug manufacturers and others to raise prices. If they feel they
deserve an increase they may apply for one basing the new figure on net
increases including labor and overhead up to July 26, '51.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics reports as of Sept. 15, 1951, show RX's
and drugs have risen 4.3 percent above 1950 average, all medical care in-
creased 8.5 percent (including drugs) with an increase of 6 percent for phy-
sicians' fees, while chemicals and drugs have risen sharply.

Oscar Ewing, 62 principal administration sponsor of National
Compulsory Health Insurance describes his post as FSA as "the greatest job
in the world." He recommended to President Truman in Sept. 1946, a sys-
tem of prepaid Government Health Insurance covering the entire population.
Ewing wrote . . . "Voluntary insurance plans cannot do the job . . . that is
his belief today. He is now concentrating on the aged with emphasis on
hospitalization. He has achieved what he calls his three lifetime ambitions:
1. To become a lawyer; 2. To enter politics after becoming financially
independent; and 3. To head the F.S.A. He is a native of Indiana, received his
AB Degree from the University of Indiana, majoring in philosophy, and his
law degree at Harvard Law School. He represented Aluminum Corp. of
Amer., Merck & Co., Inc., Bendix Aviation Corp. In 1931 in Geneva repre-
sented American Manufacturers of the Conference for Limitation of the
Manufacture of Narcotics.

JOHN L. THURSTON, 37, Ewing's deputy, is a government career man.
His duties are as broad and widespread as FSA's many fields of operation.
He is the son of a Norwegian sea captain, is a native of Michigan. After
graduating from Antioch College in Ohio in 1937 he came to Washington on
the staff of the USES. World War II found him working for the War Mem.
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CHARLES CARLIN
REPRESENTING
COLUMBUS PHARMACAL CO.

KLEINER REST HOME

Accommodates Elderly People
Bedfast and Ambulatory Cases

Men and Women

(Mrs. Medal or Saville Potratz)

Phone 47352
3102 Badley Avenue

(Just North Side Hospital)

SUPERIOR VITAMIN A ABSORPTION

VIFORT®

Water-dispersible polyvitamin drops

Each 0.6 cc. (as marked on dropper) provides the following vitamins in a clear aqueous dispersion: A 5000 I. U., B1 1.8 mg., B2 0.6 mg., niacinamide 3 mg., C 60 mg., B6 0.3 mg., calcium pantothenate 1.2 mg. Supplied in 15 and 30 cc. dropper bottles.

Vitamin A from Vifort is better absorbed and utilized than vitamin A from aqueous dispersion:

Each 0.6 cc. dropper bottle of Vifort contains the following vitamins in a clear aqueous dispersion:

A 5000 I. U., B1 1.8 mg., B2 0.6 mg., niacinamide 3 mg., C 60 mg., B6 0.3 mg., calcium pantothenate 1.2 mg.
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REPRESENTING
COLUMBUS PHARMACAL CO.
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power Commission in Michigan. He returned to Washington in 1945 as a manpower expert with the Office of War Mobilization and Reconversion. His duties broadened into the health and social security fields, with emphasis on the supply of physicians, scientists and nurses.

RUFUS E. MILES, Jr., assistant FSA administrator, came to FSA from the Budget Bureau, where Mr. Ewing first met him during an FSA Budget hearing in 1947. Three years later, Mr. Miles, a native of Ohio, was working for Mr. Ewing as assistant FSA before Defense Production Administration in getting supplies and materials for school and hospital construction. Training for his present assignment was held during his service with the Budget Bureau meeting in 1941. He was responsible for budget estimates affecting FSA and a number of other departments, including VA. Like Deputy FSA Administrator Thompson, Mr. Miles is a graduate of Austin College, where he majored in social and political sciences. His first job was with the State Relief Commission of Ohio which was taken over in 1930 by the late Harry Hopkins' Federal Emergency Relief Administration.

The FSA is considering the revision of proposed plans for hospitalization of the aged to bring them under voluntary health plans. The Federal Government paying the premiums. Among difficulties is that Blue Cross and other plans vary in benefits, a Federal program would have to be fairly uniform.

The Hospital Accreditation Committee met in Chicago, on Dec. 15, 1941. Dr. Guasse Gunderson, Wisconsin member, Board Trustee, A.M.A., is chairman; Dr. Roy Sloan, Chicago, A.C.P., Vice Chairman; Mr. Stewart K. Hummel, Joliet, Ill., A.M.A., Treasurer.

A Down to Earth Definition

Bureaucracy.

This anecdote in a recent sermon by the Rev. Kenneth W. Sollitt, pastor of the First Baptist Church, Macon, Ill. "—was once in a small hotel in Vermont when one of the guests, an foreigner unfamiliar with American ways, brought the proprietress of the ten a beautiful bouquet. The proprietress was delighted beyond words—until she discovered that her gallant guest had picked the flowers in her garden back of the inn.

"Whenever government hands you a bouquet, you can be perfectly sure it was picked out of your garden. But we go right on accepting bouquets in the vain hope that some day we will get flowers that somebody else planted and brought to bloom." This is a precise definition of bureaucracy as we see it today.

Mr. Ewing's plan for hospitalization of aged 65 has not yet been introduced—because of next Fall's election this type of legislation will be watched with interest.

... Wage Stabilization Board has adopted a policy of allowing automatic approval of health and welfare plans in union contracts if they contain certain criteria. Thousands of plans will go into effect. The policy set forth...
CHARLES CARLIN
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COLUMBUS PHARMACAL CO.

KLEINER REST HOME
(Open by Tour)
Accommodates Elderly People
Bedfast and Ambulatory Cases
Men and Women
(6 Me. Mount or Seaside Peninsula)
Phone 47/553
3103 Hadley Avenue
(Near North Side Hospital)

SUPERIOR VITAMIN A ABSORPTION
VIFORT®
Water-dispersible polyvitamin drops
Each 0.6 cc. (as marked on dropper) provides the following vitamins in a clear aqueous dispersion: A, 1000 U.S.P. units; D, 1500 U.S.P. units; C, 60 mg.; B, 1.8 mg.; B, 0.4 mg.; niacinamide, 3 mg.; B, 0.3 mg.; calcium pantothenate, 1.2 mg. Supplied in 15 and 30 cc. dropper bottles.

ENDO PRODUCTS INC.
Richmond Hill 16, New York

The Flavorsome
Children's Tonic
BORPLEX
Iron with Multivitamins
Bountiful is now supplied in a refreshing green syrup. Children love the nutritious flavors of BORPLEX. A rich activity for children-
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power Commission in Michigan. He returned to Washington in 1945 as a manpower expert with the Office of War Mobilization and Reconversion. His duties broadened into the health and social security fields, with emphasis on the supply of physicians, scientists and nurses.

RUFES E. MILES, L. I., assistant FSA administrator, came to FSA from the Budget Bureau, where Mr. Ewing first met him during an FSA Budget hearing in 1947. Three years later, Mr. Miles, a native of Ohio, was working for Mr. Ewing as assistant FSA before Defense Production Administration in setting supplies and materials for school and hospital construction. Training for his present assignment was held during his service with the Budget Bureau meeting in 1941. He was responsible for budget estimates affecting FSA and a number of other departments, including VA. Like Deputy FSA Administrator Thomas, Mr. Miles is a graduate of Ashland College, where he majored in social and political sciences. His first job was with the State Relief Commission of Ohio which was taken over in 1935 by the late Harry Hopkins' Federal Emergency Relief Administration.

The FSA is considering the revision of proposed plans for hospitalization at the ages to be brought under voluntary health plans, the Federal Government paying the premiums. Among difficulties is that Blue Cross and other plans vary in benefits; a Federal program would have to be fairly uniform.

The Hospital Accreditation Committee met in Chicago, on Dec. 15, 1951. Dr. Guiser Gundersen, Wisconsin member, Board Trustee, A.M.A., is chairman; Dr. Roy Sloan, Chicago, A.C.P., Vice Chairman; Mr. Stewart K. Hummel, Joliet, III., A.H.A., Treasurer.

A Down to Earth Definition of Bureaucracy. This anecdote in a recent sermon by the Rev. Kenneth W. Soll, pastor of the First Baptist Church, Maebolt, Ill., "was once in a small hotel in Vermont when one of the guests, a foreigner unfamiliar with American ways, brought the proprietress of the ton a beautiful bouquet. The proprietress was delighted beyond words—until she discovered that her gallant guest had picked the flowers in her garden back of the inn.

"Whenever government hands you a bouquet, you can be perfectly sure it was picked out of your garden. But we go right on accepting bouquets in the vain hope that some day we will get flowers that somebody else planted and brought to bloom." This is a precise definition of bureaucracy as we see it today.

Feb. 3, 1952. Second Session of the 82nd Congress got under way; membership is the same as last session. No action is expected on health legislation. Medically important bills are included:

1. S.237. Aid to medical education has been reported out by the last Senate session. The House bills on this subject have not been reported. S.245. Aid to local public health. Senate has passed its bill. House, Interstate and Foreign Committee has held hearing but not reported.

3. Legislation for financing medical care for dependents of enlisted men: Interstate and Foreign Committee has held hearing but not reported.

4. Ewing's plan for hospitalization at age 65 has not yet been introduced—because of next Fall's election this type of legislation will be watched with interest.

5. Wage Stabilization Board has adopted a policy of inflating automatic approval of health and welfare plans in union contracts if they contain certain criteria. Thousands of plans will go into effect. The policy set forth
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THE RESEARCH CLUB, Columbus, Ohio, doctor loves sauerkraut and spareribs and he knows how efficient a telephone answering service can be.

The next time you have sauerkraut and spareribs,” he told the steward at the University Club, “please be sure to phone me.”

On the day the German delicacy was on the menu, the obliging steward relayed the steward’s message and the doctor kept, what he called, his eye on the menu next time he had sauerkraut and spareribs.
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Doctor!!

Protect Public Relations in collecting delinquent accounts. We know who is a dead beat and who should be forced to pay. (Our connection with the Credit Bureau of Youngstown is invaluable) Merchants are very cooperative and will not extend credit to anyone owing doctor bills.

PROTECT YOUR PROFESSION BY SENDING DELINQUENT ACCOUNTS TO THE MEDICAL-DENTAL BUREAU, INC. Phone 4-4513
Doctor!!

Protect Public Relations in collecting delinquent accounts. We know who is a dead beat and who should be forced to pay.

(Our connection with the Credit Bureaus of Youngstown is invaluable)

Merchants are very cooperative and will not extend credit to anyone owing doctor bills.

PROTECT YOUR PROFESSION BY SENDING DELINQUENT ACCOUNTS TO

THE MEDICAL-DENTAL BUREAU, INC.
Phone 4-4513
C. (Continued)

United States, are counted against the secretary's accrued leave.

We hope our explanation will be helpful to the doctors in understand-

ST. ELIZABETH STAFF MEETING

The regular monthly medical staff meeting of St. Elizabeth was held

in the spring of 1953. Case histories of megacolon and acute postpartum

The volume presents a powerful and interesting story about the history

of nursing in Ohio beginning with pioneer and territorial days. It is a fasci-

nating and moving drama of the development of the complex profession of

nursing profession and provide interesting reading of the completely

written by James H. and Mary Jane Rodabaugh and sponsored

by the Ohio State Nurses Association.

The exhibit on Diabetes at the North Side Unit was well attended. A

movie on Diabetes was shown continuously at the exhibit on the evenings

of Nov. 14, 15 and 16th, 1951. 220 individuals attended the exhibit, 114 urine

tests were done and 11 were positive for sugar.

Dr. Joseph Beardwood, Professor of Metabolic Diseases at the Graduate

School of Medicine, University of Pennsylvania, attended all of us with

his knowledge of the problems of the Diabetic.

The symptoms such as polyuria, polydipsia, loss of weight, should be

looked for. A history of Diabetes in the family should be sought for.

Diabetes Mellitus is not a new disease; it was first described in 1500 B.C.,

about the time of Abraham. Before the discovering of Insulin in 1921 the

diabetic regimen consisted of a period of starvation to abolish glycosuria.

Once the glycosuria had disappeared, small amounts of carbohydrate were

gradually given until a glycosuria again appeared. Then protein and fat were

added to the diet. The amount of protein was limited because of its partial

conversion to glycogen and the amount of fat limited to that quantity which

would not produce diabetic acid in the urine.

The complications of Diabetes is still a problem. It is thought that with

better control there should be less complications in the future.

Diabetes Mellitus is a disease which presents urgent problems not only to inter-

A short business meeting followed and refreshments

were then served by the hospital.

- P. B. Cestone, M.D.

well worthwhile reading. . . is the newly released publication "Nur-

sing in Ohio", written by James H. and Mary Jane Rodabaugh and sponsored

by the Ohio State Nurses Association.

The volume presents a powerful and interesting story about the history

of nursing in Ohio beginning with pioneer and territorial days. It is a fasci-

nating and moving drama of the development of the complex profession of

today as it evolved from its crude beginning in the frontier days. Equally

nurturing and moving stimulus of American medicine.

Other booklets to be published by the Civil Defense Health Section in the

near future will deal with the following subjects: Self Help (for pre-first aid);
First Aid; Emergency Laboratory Procedures; Suggested Emergency Plans for
Hospitals and Blood Programmes.

Previous publications of the Civil Defense Section are entitled: Health
Services, Civil Defense Health Services, and Emergency Medical Services.

S. O.

SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVED DIABETES DETECTION WEEK

We hope that these thoughts will be carried over during the year. Any
suggestions for an improved Diabetes Detection Week will be graciously
considered.—Morris S. Rosenblum, M.D., Chairman Diabetic Committee.

1952

DIABETIC DETECTION WEEK REPORT

According to the Health and Education Division of the Ohio Department of
Health, about 2.7 million Ohioans are affected by diabetes. Approximately
600,000 are counted against the estimated 100,000 known diabetics now under
treatment.

We hope our explanation will be helpful to the doctors in understand-

ing in the spring of 1953. Case histories of megacolon and acute postpartum

by the hospital.

We also wish to stress, any medical information obtained from the doctors

is regarded as confidential.—(Miss) Anne Volk, Home Service Direc-

tor.

Well Worth Reading... is the newly released publication "Nur-

sing in Ohio", written by James H. and Mary Jane Rodabaugh and sponsored

by the Ohio State Nurses Association.

The volume presents a powerful and interesting story about the history

of nursing in Ohio beginning with pioneer and territorial days. It is a fasci-

nating and moving drama of the development of the complex profession of

today as it evolved from its crude beginning in the frontier days. Equally

nurturing and moving stimulus of American medicine.

The attention of physicians is especially directed to the chapter on

conversion to glycogen and the amount of fat limited to that quantity which

would not produce diabetic acid in the urine.

The complications of Diabetes is still a problem. It is thought that with

better control there should be less complications in the future.

Diabetes Mellitus is not a new disease; it was first described in 1500 B.C.,

about the time of Abraham. Before the discovering of Insulin in 1921 the

diabetic regimen consisted of a period of starvation to abolish glycosuria.

Once the glycosuria had disappeared, small amounts of carbohydrate were

gradually given until a glycosuria again appeared. Then protein and fat were

added to the diet. The amount of protein was limited because of its partial

conversion to glycogen and the amount of fat limited to that quantity which

would not produce diabetic acid in the urine.

The complications of Diabetes is still a problem. It is thought that with

better control there should be less complications in the future.

Diabetes Mellitus has shown to be twice as prevalent in women than in

Men. The complications of Diabetes is still a problem. It is thought that with

better control there should be less complications in the future.

Diabetes Mellitus has shown to be twice as prevalent in women than in

Men. The complications of Diabetes is still a problem. It is thought that with

better control there should be less complications in the future.

Diabetes Mellitus has shown to be twice as prevalent in women than in

Men. The complications of Diabetes is still a problem. It is thought that with

better control there should be less complications in the future.

Diabetes Mellitus has shown to be twice as prevalent in women than in

Men. The complications of Diabetes is still a problem. It is thought that with

better control there should be less complications in the future.
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United States, are counted against the secretary's accrued leave.

We hope our exploration will be helpful to the doctors in under-

standing Red Cross' function in emergency furloughs. We also

wish to stress, any medical information obtained from the doctors

is regarded as confidential.—Miss Anne Volk, Home Service Direc-

tor.

ST. ELIZABETH STAFF MEETING

The regular monthly medical staff meeting of St. Elizabeth was held

on Feb. 15, 1952. Case histories of myxedema and acute postpartum

thyrotoxicosis were presented and discussed by Drs. J. K. Herald, J. Sourzac-

che and R. Firestone. A short business meeting followed and refreshments

were then served by the hospital.—P. B. Cestone, M.D.

Well Worth Reading . . . is the newly released publication "Nurs-

ing in Ohio," written by James H. and Mary Jane Rodabaugh and sponsored

by the Ohio State Nurses' Association.

The volume presents a powerful and interesting story about the history

of nursing in Ohio beginning with pioneer and territorial days. It is a fas-

cinating and moving drama of the development of the complex profession of

today as it evolved from its crude beginning in the frontier days. Equally

refreshing and adding stimulating interest, is reference to the beginning of

medical practice and its early growth in the 19th century.

The authors have skillfully handled the swiftly moving story of the

nursing profession and provide interesting reading of the completely docu-

mented and authenticated material within its covers. It is a purposeful narra-

tive for the lay or the professional reader as well since it serves to integrate

a great public service group with the moving stimulus of America's medicine.

Well worth reading, satisfying and light in vein, "Nursing in Ohio" is avail-

able from The Ohio State Nurses Association, Broad Street, Columbus, Ohio, at $4.00 per copy.—S. Cndonash.

New Bulletin Available . . . Just off the press is Civil Defense

Information Bulletin No. 5-4, entitled "Community Public Health Services," one

of the series prepared by the Civil Defense Health Services Section of the

State Civil Defense Organization.

The attention of physicians is especially directed to the chapter on Bio-

logical Warfare, which is in Special 1911, beginning on page 43. Copies of the

booklet can be secured by writing to the Ohio Civil Defense Organization,

Fort Hayes, Columbus 18, in care of William E. Warner, Executive Director.

Other booklets to be published by the Civil Defense Health Section in the

near future will deal with the following subjects: Self Help (for pre-first aid);

First Aid; Emergency Laboratory Procedures; Suggested Emergency Flows for

Hospitals; and Blood Programs.

Previous publications of the Civil Defense Section are entitled: Health

Services, Civil Defense Health Services, and Emergency Medical Services.—

S. O.

MARCH

DIABETIC DETECTION WEEK REPORT

Diabetes is a disease which presents urgent problems not only to inter-

nists and general practitioners, upon whom the responsibility for the manage-

ment of all but the most advanced and complicated cases of the illness usually

develops, but also to specialists in many other fields. It may be correctly

defined as the disease of complications, since so many other ailments find

the diabetic a particularly easy prey.

The magnitude of the problem is increased twofold by the fact that, in

addition to the approximate million known diabetics now under treatment,

there is an estimated million in this country whose illness has not yet been

discovered and consequently is not controlled.

It is essentially the physicist's function and duty to discover the hidden

diabetic, just as it is his task to supervise the treatment of those whose disease

has been diagnosed. Consequently, it is of prime importance that large-

scale diabetes detection programs be planned firmly in the hands of the medical

profession.

How can we in Mahoning County help to solve this problem?

Surely, we must become thoroughly acquainted with the diagnosis and

treatment of Diabetes Mellitus and its complications.

Diabetic Detection Week held each November, stimulates both the public

and the physicians. The people have responded from the following report

of the number of urine tests done for sugar during Diabetes Detection Week

here:

Urine Tests Positive for Sugar

1004

40

The exhibit on Diabetes at the North Side Unit was well attended. A movie on Diabetes was shown continuously at the exhibit on the evenings of Nov. 14, 15 and 16th, 1951. 220 individuals attended the exhibit, 114 urine tests were done and 8 were positive for sugar.

Dr. Joseph Beards, Professor of Metabolic Diseases at the Graduate School of Medicine, University of Pennsylvania, addressed all of us with his knowledge of the problems of the Diabetic.

The symptoms such as polyuria, polydipsia, loss of weight, should be looked for. A history of Diabetes in the family should be sought for.

Diabetes Mellitus is not a new disease; it was first described in 1500 B.C., about the time of Abraham. Before the discovery of Insulin in 1921 the diabetic regimen consisted of a period of starvation to abolish glycosuria. Once the glycosuria had disappeared, small amounts of carbohydrate were gradually given until a glycosuria again appeared. Then proteins and fat were added to the diet. The amount of protein was limited because of its partial conversion to glyopenic and the amount of fat limited to that quantity which would not produce diabetic acid in the urine.

The complications of Diabetes is a still problem. It is thought that with

better control there should be less complications in the future.

Diabetes Mellitus has shown to be twice as prevalent in women than in

men. The complications of Diabetes is still a problem.

It is thought that with the trends in diet and improved medical care,

in the future there will be a reduction in the complications of Diabetes.

We hope that these thoughts will be carried over during the year. Any

suggestions for an improved Diabetes Detection Week will be graciously

considered.—Morris S. Rosenblum, M.D., Chairman Diabetic Committee.
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TWENTY YEARS AGO — MARCH 1932
Dr. John Tucker of the Cleveland Clinic addressed the Society that month on "Newer Viewpoints in the Treatment of Peptic Ulcer."
Post-Graduate Day for April was announced with a group from the Peter Bent Brigham Hospital in Boston, headed by Dr. Henry A. Christian.

Dr. C. H. Beight, Commissioner of Health reminded the doctors of their duty in giving notice of the prevalence of infectious diseases.
The series on Standardization Technique took up Smallpox Vaccination and presented a model form for keeping records of immunizations.

Excerpts from the report on Dr. Barach's paper on "High Arterial Pressure" given at the February meeting:
"More wise men die of high arterial pressure than fools. It comes to a man who has done things in life. Ninety per cent of the cases die within ten years after their first visit to the doctor's office. A diastolic pressure of 120 means that death in that patient will occur within two years."

From the President's Page (Dr. Earl Brant):
"The reason why some societies make more progress than others is because they have more interested members."

TEN YEARS AGO — MARCH 1942
Dr. Roy W. Scott, of Western Reserve University, was announced as speaker that month. His subject "Clinical Aspects of Atherosclerosis as They Pertain to the Management of Hypertension."

A long article by the late O. J. Walker on "Division of Medical Services and Disaster Relief in Civilian Defense," divided the city and county into sections and districts, assigned personnel to stations, estimated the needs for equipment and outlined the duties of physicians, hospitals, nurses, morticians and the clergy. It would be a good reference for present-day committees to consult. No mention those days of atomic bombs.
The Red Cross brought Mr. McDaniel, National Examiner here to meet the doctors and standardize the teaching of First Aid to the Laity.

A blood plasma bank was installed at St. Elizabeth's Hospital, Dr. E. H. Young in charge.

George Mathies addressed the doctors at the March luncheon of the Medical-Dental Bureau on "Socialized Medicine."

Dr. Lewis K. Reed attended a conference on Medical Service Films in Chicago.

Dr. J. K. Herald and Catherine Moore were married on February 14th.
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J. L. Fisher, M.D.

TWENTY YEARS AGO — MARCH 1932

Dr. John Tucker of the Cleveland Clinic addressed the Society that month on "Newer Viewpoints In The Treatment of Peptic Ulcer."

Post-Graduate Day for April was announced with a group from the Peter Bent Brigham Hospital in Boston, headed by Dr. Henry A. Christian.

Dr. C. H. Bright, Commissioner of Health reminded the doctors of their duty in giving notice of the prevalence of infectious diseases.

The series on Standardization Technique took up Smallpox Vaccination and presented a model form for keeping records of immunizations.

Excerpts from the report on Dr. Barach's paper on "High Arterial Pressure" given at the February meeting:

"More wise men die of high arterial pressure than fools. It comes to a man who has done things in life. Ninety per cent of the cases die within ten years after their first visit to the doctor's office. A disastolic pressure of 120 means that death in that patient will occur within two years."

From the President's Page (Dr. Earl Brant): "The reason why some societies make more progress than others is because they have more interested members."

TEN YEARS AGO — MARCH 1942

Dr. Roy W. Scott, of Western Reserve University, was announced as speaker that month. His subject "Clinical Aspects of Arteriosclerosis as They Pertain to the Management of Hypertension."

A long article by the late O. J. Walker on "Division of Medical Services and Disaster Relief in Civilian Defense." divided the city and county into sections and districts, assigned personnel to stations, estimated the needs for equipment and outlined the duties of physicians, hospitals, nurses, morticians and the clergy. It would be a good reference for present-day committees to consult. No mention those days of atomic bombs.

The Red Cross brought Mr. McDaniel, National Examiner here to meet the doctors and standardize the teaching of First Aid to the Layman.

A blood plasma bank was installed at St. Elizabeth's Hospital, Dr. E. H. Young in charge.

George Medes addressed the doctors at the March luncheon of the Medical-Dental Bureau on "Socialized Medicine."

Dr. Lewis K. Reed attended a conference on Medical Service Plans in Chicago.

Dr. J. K. Herald and Catherine Moore were married on February 14th.
MEAD'S versatile "VI-SOLS"

Water-soluble • Pleasant-tasting • Easy-to-use

To meet your requirements for different vitamin combinations for drop dosage, Doctor, Mead's has 3 palatable liquid vitamin preparations — POLY-VI-SOL, TRI-VI-SOL, and CE-VI-SOL. All these Mead's "VI-Sols" are formulated and manufactured with the most rigid care and scientific control that have always characterized Mead's vitamin products.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Vitamin A</th>
<th>Vitamin D</th>
<th>Ascorbic Acid</th>
<th>Iron</th>
<th>Shaker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POLY-VI-SOL</td>
<td>5000 units</td>
<td>1000 units</td>
<td>50 mg.</td>
<td>1 mg.</td>
<td>0.8 mg.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRI-VI-SOL</td>
<td>2000 units</td>
<td>1000 units</td>
<td>50 mg.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE-VI-SOL</td>
<td>200 mg.</td>
<td>100 mg.</td>
<td>50 mg.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Packed in 15 and 50 cc. bottles with calibrated droppers.

Let others wrangle, I will wonder.
—St. Augustine